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Abstract
The success of electronic technologies has sparked interest in sports amongst coaches,
athletes and sports scientists. Consequently, the sporting world has witnessed a rapid
rise in sports technologies in recent years. In sports, technologies can assist in a variety
of ways, ranging from winner selection to athlete injury prevention. In recent years,
wearable technologies have become popular in sports. Wearable microtechnology devices, commonly known as electronic performance tracking system (EPTS) in sports,
can be used to monitor and improve an athlete’s performance. EPTSs can also play an
important role in injury prevention. This thesis investigates the performance of wearable
EPTSs and presents solutions to improve the accuracy of EPTSs in sports.
For an EPTS to capture and accurately quantify important athlete-related parameters,
such as speed, distance covered, number and intensity of sprints, change of direction
(COD), and positioning and movement, data is of vital importance. Whilst satellitebased positioning systems require a relatively short setup time, their accuracy and reliability are often low. Wearable inertial sensors may be able to track an athlete’s
movements, but they can also be noisy and their error accumulates over time. Consequently, designing an accurate and wearable EPTS is a complex task and requires critical
investigation. This featured as the key motivation for this research, whose findings are
presented in this thesis.
In this thesis, a new ultra-wide band (UWB)-based positioning system is proposed to
increase the accuracy of an EPTS in indoor sports. A close analysis of real-world experiments is presented, and limitations associated with the UWB-based positioning systems
are highlighted. In forming an economical hardware solution, geometric and machine
learning algorithms are introduced. The accuracy of the developed solution is compared
against conventional positioning systems. To mitigate errors in UWB-based indoor positioning systems, a range error reduction technique is introduced. The optimal hardware
setup and complexity for implementing the proposed positioning solution are also discussed.
In order to track an athlete’s movements using real-world data, a multi-sensor data fusion approach is introduced for measuring/tracking athletes’ change of direction (COD)
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detection and quantification. This COD data is then used to reduce divergence errors
incurred in state estimation-based particle filter algorithms. The developed solution
achieves significant improvements as compared to existing techniques.
Overall, the proposed EPTS solution offers higher accuracy in tracking an athlete’s position and movement data. Further, the proposed solution enables the use of EPTS in
indoor environments.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Overview

Advancements in semiconductor technology, predictive health analytics, and sports
science have enabled wider acceptability and use of technology in sports [6]. Adapting
these new technologies enables sports scientists and coaches to monitor and enhance
athlete performance. Athlete tracking technology is also beneficial in sports for injury
prevention and recovery. With rising concerns about health and obesity, millennial
consumers are rapidly adopting wearable devices, such as activity trackers and body
monitors. Real-time availability of overall health data, reductions in cost and size, increasing battery life, simplicity of use, machine-to-machine communication, and rapid
growth in connected devices have all directly driven the demand for wearable devices.
The importance of remote health monitoring and adaption of health apps, have also
contributed to this increase in demand.
Performance tracking of athletes has also benefited from the technological advancements
of wearable devices. A wearable athlete tracking system is capable of providing continuous physiological data, which enables coaches to develop player-specific training programs and action plans to prevent injuries [7–12]. Wearable technology has gradually
evolved from basic wearable devices toward complete athlete performance tracking systems, commonly known as the electronic performance tracking system (EPTS), which
combine multiple sensors and data analytics together [6, 13]. This thesis presents solutions to improve the performance of EPTSs by increasing the accuracy and reliability of
the data acquired from an EPTS.
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1.2

EPTS

For tracking the movements of an athlete, an EPTS consists of an inertial measurement unit (IMU). This IMU contains an accelerometer, a magnetometer, and gyroscope
sensors. Similarly, for tracking the position of athletes, EPTSs contain a position sensor,
as shown in Fig. 1.1. The most widely used device for acquiring position data is global
positioning systems (GPS) or global navigation and satellite system (GNSS) receiver.
A performance tracking device that contains both inertial and position sensors, must
be compact enough to not hinder an athlete’s movement. These sensors were combined
in a non-invasive wearable microtechnology unit, as shown in Fig. 1.2. This wearable
microtechnology device was placed at an athlete’s back, between their shoulder blades.
Earlier EPTSs used cameras for vision-based athlete tracking systems. However, with
advancement sin wearable sensor technology, the use of GPS or local positioning system
(LPS) for positioning an EPTS has become more popular. A conventional vision-based
EPTS is less accurate than wearable technology-based athlete tracking systems [14].

Fig. 1.1: Performance tracking system and hardware sensors.

1.2.1

Inertial sensors for athlete tracking

Wearable sensor technology plays a key role in the assessment of motor function and
activity recognition. Micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS) can be used in wearable
technology for human motion detection and analysis [15–17]. As athlete tracking requires
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Figure 1.2 is not available in this version of the thesis.

Fig. 1.2: Wearable microtechnology unit (OptimeyeS5) containing the position and inertial
sensors, used for athlete tracking [1].

compact devices that do not hinder athlete movement, these small and inexpensive
sensors have been widely adopted to monitor athlete’s movements [18–20]. In wearable
health watches, these inertial sensors are already commonly used for classifying different
physical activities. This wearable technology is non-invasive and unobstructed. Data
from the sensors can provide useful information when combined with a sensor fusion
algorithm. Sports scientists have shown great interest in adopting wearable technologies
for athlete tracking and performance analysis.
Present wearable technology devices can quantify athlete tracking metrics, such as speed,
distance covered, and acceleration, etc. For injury prevention, more advanced metrics
such as Change of Direction (COD) need to be quantified accurately. In sport, athletes
often require sharp CODs (e.g., 90◦ , 135◦ , or 180◦ turns) for better performance, but this
also leads to increases in knee joint loading and higher knee abduction moments, which
can result in a ‘performance-injury conflict’[21, 22]. Frequent and sharp CODs lead to
neuromuscular and musculoskeletal fatigue, resulting in an increased risk of injury by
affecting mechanical loading on the lower body structure. Accordingly, inertial sensors can
be used to detect athlete‘s COD movements [23–25]. For these metrics, inertial
sensors are more useful than position sensors [26]. Athlete data collected from inertial
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sensors cannot be collected from conventional vision-based systems. As a result of this,
variables used for classifying athlete’s performance from inertial sensors are considered
superior to variables derived from velocity and distance [27].
The primary purpose of these sensors is to measure human movements. A triaxial (three
dimensions, 3D) gyroscope or accelerometer provides more useful data for orientation and
kinematic study of an athlete in contrast to single (one dimensions, 1D) axis sensors.
Therefore, it can be established that a system of synchronized nodes of 9-degrees of
freedom (DOF) IMU is better suited for higher levels of accuracy. Inertial sensors have
a high refresh rate and are lightweight; hence, they are ideal for use in EPTS. However,
one major drawback of these inertial sensors is that their error accumulates over time.
This is known as “drift”. In enhancing the use of EPTSs, it becomes very crucial to
mitigate this error.
In order to reduce drift from athlete tracking systems, besides using inertial sensors,
GPS/GNSS data can be used for detecting CODs. However, inertial sensors are known to
be more accurate and reliable when compared to GPS/GNSS-based systems [26, 28]. In
contrast, GPS/GNSS-based systems can be useful for providing positioning data (position
data does not suffer from drift), This position data, combined with inertial sensor data,
can be beneficial in providing critical information to mitigate injury risk. Examples of this
include the integration of positioning data with accelerometer data to assess contact time
and vertical stiffness of the human body [27], where the fusion of positioning data with
inertial sensor data can be used to track lower body movements[29].

1.2.2

Positioning systems for athlete tracking

Positioning systems are becoming increasingly popular in sports applications. In
athlete tracking, positioning data is instrumental for calculating multiple metrics. The
most widely used positioning solutions are satellite based positioning solutions (GPS
and GNSS). Most EPTS devices use conventional GNSS for acquiring player positions.
In comparison to vision based systems, GNSS based EPTSs have lower setup time,
complexity, and costs.
However, the accuracy of GNSS is measured to a few meters, where despite the above
mentioned advantages there is a need to make these devices more accurate. Another
major limitation is that satellite-based positioning systems cannot provide positioning
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data in indoor environments. Due to these limitations, there is a need to develop a more
accurate tracking system, one that measures position accuracy to a few centimeters so
that every movement of an athlete can be tracked accurately. Similarly, there is the need
to develop a positioning system that can work effectively in indoor environments.

1.2.3

Indoor positioning system for athlete tracking

An Indoor Positioning System (IPS) consists of anchors and tags. Anchors are static
devices with fixed known positions, whilst tags are remote devices placed on a moving
body whose position needs to be determined. In GPS, satellites act as anchors that
provide positioning data whilest the tag is the remote device. Accordingly, position can
be inferred using a suitable positioning algorithm and measurement technique.
Implementing indoor positioning requires wireless communication devices. Numerous
wireless systems including cellular-based, Wireless local area network (WLAN), Bluetooth, Ultrawide-band (UWB), and ZigBee have been used for positioning. Wireless
technologies can be used for position tracking, but their accuracy and range vary greatly.
The selection of one particular wireless technology depends on specific requirements of
accuracy, range, and environment in which they will be used. EPTS requirements include higher accuracy (in centimeters), ability to work indoors, and positioning in an
non-line-of-sight (NLOS) environment. Further, the signal should possess the ability to
not be impacted by multipath, and the range should be in several meters (between 50
to 200 meters depending on the particular sport).
For the above mentioned requirements, UWB-based positioning systems have been suggested to be the most suitable technology [30? , 31]. With the commercial availability
of UWB chips, these systems have gained more popularity as these chips can provide
centimeter level accuracy. In this context, Decwave’s UWB positioning sensor has produced encouraging results for positioning under dynamic conditions [32].
In UWB-based positioning systems, range data gathered from a UWB transceiver is used
for positioning. Range data is acquired from the measurement of the signal propagation
time between the anchor and the tag [33–36]. Time of flight (TOF) is the most widely used
technique for measuring range data [37]. Range data between each anchor and the tag is
obtained using time of arrival (TOA). From this range data, mathematical methods
(trilateration is the most commonly used method) can provide the position
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coordinates of the tag. However, TOA also requires clock synchronization, which adds
complexity to the system. A better approach is to use two-way ranging based on TOF.
In two-way ranging, the sender sends the signal to the receiver and then the receiver
responds to the sender. Based on the total TOF, the total distance between each anchor
and tag can then be calculated.
TOF is a useful technique, but it possesses certain limitations. Any error in range data
results in inaccurate calculation of position coordinates. Due to multipath [38] and
NLOS [39], factors, TOF is often measured inaccurately. Inaccuracy in measuring TOF
results in an error in range data, which ultimately leads to low positioning accuracy.
In this research, the athlete tracking accuracy of GNSS and real-time kinematic (RTK)
GNSS in relation to UWB are compared. Limitations of the two positioning systems are
analyzed, where algorithms are proposed to improve the accuracy of the UWB positioning system. These proposed algorithms include geometric methods, machine learning
methods and a range error reduction technique to minimize range error. The computational complexity and optimal hardware required for indoor positioning are also analyzed
in the study.

1.2.4

Data fusion

Data from inertial sensors are often noisy , where errors are commonly associated
with each sensor. Hence, data from multiple sensors need to be combined. This is generally known as sensor data fusion, and when data is combined from multiple sensors
it is commonly termed multi-sensor data fusion. Gyroscopes are capable of accurately
detecting tilt with less noise. However, minor error within gyroscopes can accumulate
over time, which ultimately makes the gyroscope’s data noisy. Compared to gyroscopes,
accelerometers are noisier overall; however, the vertical component of an accelerometer
is 1g. Data from accelerometers and gyroscopes can be combined and passed through a
complementary filter. The complementary filter in turn uses a multi-sensor data fusion
algorithm, whereby the advantages of both sensors can be combined and their limitations considerably suppressed.
Similarly, GNSS can be used for athlete tracking with update rate of 10 Hz; however,
within position data error does not accumulate over time. In contrast, as mentioned
above, GNSS inertial sensors have a very high update rate (100 Hz or more), whereby
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they can provide more data about athlete movements. This data includes aspects of an
athlete’s angular velocity, orientation, impact (in the case of contact sport), and acceleration. However, due to drift, error does accumulate over time, making this data noisy.
Thus, adding position data to this scenario is necessary, as the position data provides
an external reference and limits error accumulation.
To combine this sensor data, Kalman filters have been most commonly used. However,
the Kalman filter assumes the system to be linear with Gaussian distribution. Contrastingly, unscented Kalman filter (UKF) and extended Kalman filter (EKF) are more
accurate sensor data fusion algorithms, but they are also more complex. Athlete track-ing
is a non-linear system with non-Gaussian noise. The particle filter (PF) [40–43] is the most
appropriate algorithm for similar applications. In the PF, points are generated to provide
a representative sample of a problem. This generates random samples, called particles,
representing non-Gaussian noise. Each particle represents a possible state of the system.
The higher the number of particles in the PF algorithm, the more accu-rate the filter.
Amongst the particles, the ones with the highest weights are selected. However, it can be
observed that the PF algorithm suffers from divergence in relation to an athlete’s COD,
where the positioning accuracy sharply decreases. An algorithm is proposed in this
research that uses inertial sensor data to precisely detect athlete’s COD. As the update
rate of inertial sensors is ten times higher than that of position sensors, COD can be
detected and the divergence at each COD can be removed using multi-sensor data fusion.

1.3

Research methodology

Fig. 1.3 shows the research methodology used in this research, and the combination
of sensors and algorithms used for positioning and multi-sensor data fusion in an EPTS.
With regard to positioning, conventional GNSS, high accuracy RTK GNSS and UWBbased indoor positioning system can all be used. UWB-based positioning system can
work indoors, with higher positioning accuracy. Using real-world experiments, the accuracy, reliability, and limitations of each positioning system can be analyzed. To improve
the performance of indoor position systems, features of geometric, machine learning,
and state estimation algorithms are proposed in this study. Similarly, to mitigate errors
associated with positioning systems, a range error reduction technique is presented.
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Figure 1.4 is not available in this version of the thesis

Fig. 1.4: Total units of EPTS devices sold and their revenue [2].

While the accuracy of conventional GNSS is measured in meters, RTK GNSS have
also been applied in order to achieve higher accuracy. Combining sensor data fusion
algorithms with data from multiple inertial sensors has allowed this study to attain
more accurate athlete movement data. This movement data has then been combined
with positioning data to further improve the performance of an EPTS.

1.4

Research significance and motivation

As athlete performance tracking systems are becoming increasingly popular in sports
applications they have also gained considerable attention from different international
sports federations/associations. In July 2019, the international football body, Federation Internationale de Football Association (FIFA), allowed the use of EPTS during
matches [44]. Similarly, the International Tennis Federation (ITF) has also allowed the
use of EPTS devices in tennis [45]. Fig. 1.4, shows the projected demand for EPTS
devices and their expected revenue.
Besides performance tracking, EPTS can also be used for injury prevention. In this
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research, COD detection has been selected, where COD maneuvers amongst sports participants have been shown to potentially cause anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) injury
[46–48]. ACL is a severe and common injury amongst athletes, with 250,000 to 300,000
incidents occurring each year [49, 50]. About 70% to 90% of ACL injuries occur without
any direct contact, following which they have become termed as non-contact injuries [51].
As observed in [52] athletes that have undergone ACL reconstruction are at higher risk of
reinjuring themselves. An EPTS with higher accuracy can be beneficial in detecting and
quantifying an athlete’s CODs.
This system can be very useful for assisting players to avoid injuries. First, it can prevent players from injuries, where risky movement of the body or excessive workload or
force exerted by players can be determined. Secondly, if a player has suffered an injury,
it can help the player in recovering from the injury itself. Viewing performance analysis,
athletes, coaches and sports scientists can determine which area an athlete is performing well in, and where improvement is required. Viewing these performance analytics,
coaches and sports scientists can also decide when a player has completely recovered
from injury and when they need more time to recover.
Using EPTSs, teams can form a competitive edge over rival teams. Tangible results
regarding the performance of players can assist coaches in targeting specific areas where
players require improvement. From an EPTS, a coach or sports scientist can also determine whether a player’s performance is improving or declining over time. This can prove
very critical for coaches before matches, where it can be used to decide which player will
be given chance to play or continue to play in the next match and which player should
stay on the bench. This system can play a key role in this decision, as the player’s
performance can be viewed on-screen. The movements of an athlete can be monitored
in a lab as well, where results can be simulated; however, the real impact can only be
determined when a player is performing his/her natural body movements on the field.
Athlete tracking can provide coaches with information regarding how much work a player
has done on field. This in turn provides information about impacts or exertion. In the
2016 summer Olympics, the National basketball association (NBA) used a device called
the Whoop wristband. This measures aspects of body movements, heart rate, and body
temperature. The data produced from these wearable devices provided a foundation for
developing a system to monitor player performance on court and prevent players from
injury [53, 54]. A recent study conducted by Whoop presented encouraging results.
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They monitored 119 athletes in their study and achieved a 60% reduction in injuries for
athletes using their device [55]. As most of these performance tracking wearable devices
use GNSS to determine the position of the player, the majority of the research conducted thus far has been limited to outdoor sports, but now by using an indoor position
system, these devices can also be used in indoor settings. Earlier, these devices were
used to measure position, speed, and distance, but now with advances in wearable sensor technology, it is possible to measure athlete physiological data , including frequency
and intensity of a sprint or contact. Injuries are often caused by poor conditions and
overtraining [56]. Quantifiable sports analytics can prevent athletes from overtraining and
enable them to gradually enhance their performance.

1.5

Aims of the research

The general aim of this research is to enhance the athlete tracking capability of
EPTSs that are comprised of wearable inertial and position sensors. The specific aims
of this research were:

• To investigate the positioning performance of EPTS in both indoor and outdoor
environments. Hardware-based experiments would be required for in-depth case
studies.
• To develop mechanisms that minimize positioning errors in EPTS. To analyze the
capability of the proposed algorithm, real-world experiments with multiple CODs
must be performed.
• To develop a data fusion solution that combines sensor data with positioning data
in order to increase the accuracy of athlete tracking.

1.6

Research contributions

This thesis contributes to providing better tracking of athlete movements, both outdoors as well as indoors. The thesis also enhances the reliability and accuracy of present
motion tracking systems. The main contributions are as follows.
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• Firstly, a positioning solution (hardware and positioning algorithm) based on UWB
is proposed. The solution works both indoors and outdoors, with a positioning
accuracy measured in centimeters. The proposed solution is compared against
conventional satellite based positioning system using 10 Hz GNSS for positioning
in sports. The analysis is performed in static conditions and later in dynamic
conditions on a tennis court. This analysis provides quantifiable data for the two
positioning solutions (UWB and GNSS) in 2D and 3D. This study also analyzes
in detail the factors that affect the accuracy of the UWB-based positioning system
and reports specific drawbacks that exist in the UWB-based positioning system. To
reduce the impact of these drawbacks, a machine learning algorithm is proposed.
From real-world experiments, it is also observed that RTK GNSS’s positioning
data is more accurate but less reliable than the UWB positioning system.
• Secondly, a range error minimization (REM) algorithm for positioning is proposed.
Earlier, it has been identified that positioning error is due to error in range data.
Hence, this algorithm intends to reduce the impact of range error. The study
includes real-world experiments using position and IMU data for dynamic motion
with COD.
• Thirdly, combining positioning and IMU data, three state estimation methods are
analyzed. Using the particle filter algorithm for state estimation, an algorithm
is proposed that enhances the accuracy and reliability of the athlete tracking algorithm. It is evident that conventional tracking algorithms suffer divergence at
the occurrence of CODs, making them less reliable. The proposed solution mitigates this error caused by the occurrence of CODs. The algorithm is analyzed on
real-world athlete tracking data that includes minor to very sharp CODs.

1.7

Thesis outline

The thesis has been organized in the following way.
• Chapter 1 presents an overview of the EPTS and use of wearable technology for
athlete tracking, wearable sensors, and positioning systems. The chapter proposes
how the accuracy of a conventional EPTS can be enhanced. Chapter 1 also contains
the research significance, aims, contributions, and an outline of the thesis.
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• Chapter 2 provides a comprehensive review of the use and importance of EPTS,
positioning techniques, and methods used for human/athlete tracking. Positioning
and sensor fusion algorithms are also discussed in detail. Relevant work on how
the position and inertial sensors data can be beneficial in athlete tracking and
injury prevention is also provided. Additionally, this chapter discusses how this
research work covers gaps in prior research on EPTS and presents the main research
questions for this research work.
• Chapter 3 analyzes the performance of the GNSS and the UWB-based positioning system for sports performance monitoring systems. The research methodology
is presented, followed by the hardware setup used for measuring the performance of
the GNSS and the UWB-based positioning systems. Findings include quantitative
analysis of positioning accuracy achieved from each system (GNSS 1 Hz and 10 Hz
as well as UWB positioning system) for a representative sport (i.e. tennis). Limitations of implementing the UWB indoor positioning system for sports are also
discussed. Conventional and machine learning algorithms are also proposed to enhance indoor positioning accuracy. Later, RTK GNSS is also compared against the
UWB positioning system. This research has been published in the 2020 IEEE
MTT-S International Conference on Microwaves for Intelligent Mobility (ICMIM), 2020, pp. 1-4 and Measurement: Sensors, Elsevier, 14,
100036.
• Chapter 4 presents an algorithm to reduce range error in indoor positioning. The
positioning accuracy of the indoor positioning system is heavily influenced by the
range error. The proposed algorithm analyzes the range error associated with each
anchor and sequentially reduces the error, resulting in higher positioning accuracy without any additional hardware. The proposed algorithm is tested using a
hardware test-bed under challenging conditions involving COD required for athlete
tracking, and then compared against three different algorithms. This research has
been published in The Journal of Engineering, IET, 2021(2), 73-84.
• Chapter 5 proposes an algorithm that combines position and inertial sensors
data, detects and quantifies athlete’s CODs, and uses this data to increase the
accuracy of EPTS. Analyzing three state estimation algorithms, the PF algorithm
is selected for its higher accuracy. As the PF algorithm diverges at every sharp
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COD and reduces positioning accuracy, an algorithm to reduce this divergence is
proposed. The proposed approach is validated using real-world data collected from
a wearable technology device fitted at the back of athletes and running along a
track with multiple CODs. The proposed solution results in an accuracy that is
five times higher than existing solutions. This research has been published in the
IEEE Transactions on Instrumentation and Measurement, vol. 70, pp.
1-13, 2021, Art no. 4004013.
• Chapter 6 concludes the thesis with concluding remarks and overall contributions
of this research. In this chapter, areas for future research are also identified.
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publication.

Chapter 3

Analysis of UWB and GNSS
Positioning System for Athlete
Tracking
As discussed in Chapter 2, positioning data can offer valuable insights on designing the
right mechanisms to improve an athlete’s performance and prevent injuries. Traditional
positioning systems, for example GPS/GNSS systems are designed for rigid bodies, and
their accuracies are in meters, which is not good enough for EPTS systems. UWB-based
positioning systems are known for producing better results, but how well they would
perform in a real-word setting needed to be investigated.
In this Chapter, we investigate and compare the performance of UWB-based system and
GNSS-based system in a real-world setting. We present our hardware, algorithm and
experimental set-up. We then provide an in-depth comparative analysis, and identify
some major drawbacks of the UWB-based system. We then proceed to address the
shortcomings by developing a data analytics solution.
Following are the major contributions of this chapter.
• This chapter reports the maximum accuracy of the UWB and the 10 Hz GNSSbased positioning system, conventional 1 Hz GNSS is also analyzed, side-by-side for
representative sport that is played both indoor and outdoor. Analysis of multiband
RTK GNSS’s positioning data with UWB positioning system is also presented.
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3.1 Positioning and hardware implementation

• Owing to the hardware-based experiments and measurements, this chapter for the
first time reports and quantifies a major drawback of the UWB positioning system.
The findings suggest that the UWB positioning system does not perform well when
the tag start to move away from the center area.
• Based on the limitations found for the UWB positioning system, geometric and
machine learning algorithms are proposed. The proposed algorithms can work in
static and dynamic conditions and for 2D and 3D positioning.
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In recent years, wearable performance monitoring systems have become increasingly popular in competitive
sports. Wearable devices can provide vital information including distance covered, velocity, change of direction,
and acceleration, which can be used to improve athlete performance and prevent injuries. Tracking technology
that monitors the movement of an athlete is an important element of sport wearable devices. For tracking, the
cheapest option is to use global positioning system (GPS) data however, their large margins of error are a major
concern in many sports. Consequently, indoor positioning systems (IPS) have become popular in sports in recent
years where the ultra-wideband (UWB) positioning sensor is now being used for tracking. IPS promises much
higher accuracy, but unlike GPS, it requires a longer set-up time and its costs are signiﬁcantly more.
In this research, we investigate the suitability of the UWB-based localisation technique for wearable sports
performance monitoring systems. We implemented a hardware set-up for both positioning sensors, UWB and the
GPS-based (both 10 Hz and 1 Hz) localisation systems, and then monitored their accuracy in 2D and 3D side-byside for the sport of tennis. Our gathered data shows a major drawback in the UWB-based localisation system. To
address this major drawback we introduce an artiﬁcial intelligent model, which shows some promising results.

1. Introduction
In recent years, transportation and logistics have been the main
consumer of positioning information. The global positioning system
(GPS) has been a dominating positioning technology, where it has
enjoyed enormous popularity over many years. Recently the demand for
accurate positioning information has been on the rise, fueled by the
emergence of applications in robotics, automation, and sports. Applications in these areas require position accuracy within centimeters, which
can not be achieved in a traditional global position system. An alternate
to the GPS is indoor positioning system (IPS) where ultra-wideband
(UWB) is widely used.
One area where accurate positioning is very crucial is in sports
wearable technology. These systems are commonly referred to as position tracking systems or electronic performance tracking systems (EPTS).
The market for wearable devices in sports continues to grow [1], where
there is exponential growth in research related to position tracking systems [2].
The international football governing body FIFA has allowed the use of
these devices during matches [3] in July 2019. The International Tennis
Federation (ITF) has also allowed the use of these devices [4]. EPTS is
emerging as a better alternate of vision or camera-based athlete tracking

system where many companies offer such solutions [5–7]. Vision-based,
motion capture camera systems [8,9], and [10] can be used as well but
their setup time, complexity and cost are very high and require complex
algorithms to calculate the distance travelled and speed. Vision-based
positioning techniques also require a powerful computational platform
[11,12]. They also suffer from light conditions and scalability problems
[13].
Wearable devices can provide important information such as speed,
acceleration, change of direction, and running pattern which can be used
by sports scientists to measure the amount of stress a player puts on a
particular section of his/her body [14,15]. This can prove very important
in preventing injuries. Information provided by wearable devices can
also be used by coaches to develop better plans and improve athletes’
on-ﬁeld performance.
Among all other technologies, athlete tracking plays one of the most
signiﬁcant roles for wearable devices in sports. Athlete tracking is
different from traditional tracking used in rigid bodies such as vehicles,
and aircraft [16,17]. Humans have ﬂexible bodies that can move abruptly
in different directions, making athlete tracking highly challenging.
Micro-electro-mechanical system (MEMS) based sensors such as accelerometer, gyroscope, magnetometer are widely used for rigid body
tracking [18,19]. However, for athlete tracking, existing wearable
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MEMS-based systems have been found to produce too much noise [20]
contributing to a higher margin of positioning error. Consequently, the
widespread consensus has been to use anchor-based localisation techniques (i.e, GPS or indoor localisation system) for athlete tracking.
GPS has two major disadvantages that make the IPS more attractive
compared to a GPS-based positioning system. First, the GPS often does
not work indoor. Basketball, Volleyball, Netball, and many other sports
are played indoor where GPS-based systems cannot be reliably used. In
some outdoor sports, training sessions are held indoors. Again, it limits
the use of GPS for player tracking. Similarly, sports like tennis can be
played indoor as well as outdoor. Unlike GPS this is not a limitation for
the IPS [21]. IPS can be used both outdoor and indoor. Second, due to the
distance between GPS satellites and receivers, GPS has large margins of
error [22,23] and its accuracy is within meters. This error is considered
negligible for tracking the motion of large objects like cars, aeroplanes, or
ships. Cars/ships are rigid bodies and have smooth motion, but the
human body is ﬂexible and can make abrupt turns and twists. This adds
noise and player movement on a tennis ﬁeld will be very different from a
car travelling on a road. Authors in Refs. [22,23] have found that GPS
reliability and validity reduce during short but high speed running or
during the rapid change of direction. Authors in Ref. [24] question the
reliability of GPS in sports when movements involving minor horizontal
displacement are considered.
Besides these major limitations, the availability of satellites and tall
infrastructure in close vicinity can cause the signal to attenuate. Due to
these limitations, GPS accuracy degrades, where its use is often limited to
outdoors only. As mentioned earlier, MEMS-based inertial sensors can be
added to increase the accuracy as they have a higher update rate. However, these sensors generate more noise when attached to a ﬂexible
human body. As position data becomes inaccurate, factors like speed or
distance travelled, or any other factor calculated from the positioning
data becomes unreliable. This is also evident when we conducted a ﬁeld
test for measuring the change of direction of players during trials [20,
25].
Due to low positioning accuracy [26,27], and [28] used Bayesian
ﬁlters to increase the accuracy of GPS for tracking. Sports scientists often
prefer GPS with higher refresh rates. The 10 Hz GPS [29,30] is now being
used in many performance tracking systems. This paper compares the
conventional 1 Hz GPS, 10 Hz GPS, and UWB positioning systems in two
dimensions (2D) as well as in three dimensions (3D). Analysing the nature of the error is beneﬁcial in the design process of any positioning/localisation algorithm, similar to the Bayesian ﬁlters.
Commercially available UWB systems claim a positioning accuracy of
10 cm. Our ﬁndings in this paper show that this accuracy is only achieved
in the centre of the ﬁeld. The positioning accuracy of UWB systems decreases to about half a meter in 3D localisation.
Following are the major contributions of this paper.

compared against a traditional positioning algorithm and the commercially available Pozyx algorithm. In Section VI, the positioning accuracy
is evaluated under dynamic conditions on a tennis court. In Section VII,
we present a machine learning-based approach to further improve the
accuracy.
2. Literature review
Performance tracking systems have experienced exponential growth
[31]. Authors in Ref. [32], used UWB for localisation in tennis. The authors analysed optical tracking system and recommended RF-based
positioning solution to be more suitable for localisation. Whether in
the sports of tennis, football, soccer, or basketball clubs have spent a large
sum of money to ensure the best performance of their team. Authors in
Ref. [33] have presented a method to monitor training load of players in
tennis. Using a high accuracy EPTS, coaches can have a better understanding of athlete’s movement. Authors in Ref. [34] have discussed
current technologies in tennis and their application. Authors in Ref. [35],
proposed a system to classify events on a tennis court using audio and
video data. Using three inertial measurement units, the authors in
Ref. [36] have proposed a system for tracking player movement during a
tennis match. One system to analyse a tennis serve using wearable motion sensors was presented by authors in Ref. [37]. Commercially available EPTS technologies are often placed in the pocket of a jersey worn by
a player [38,39]. Generally, the pocket is located at the back of the player
between the shoulder blades. These devices calculate player workload.
This replaced the tiresome job of setting up cameras and video recording
of athlete movements [39]. Ralph Lauren introduced an on-court wearable technology [40]. Hawk-eye tracks a player’s feet position and is used
by coaches and players to better analyse a match [41].
An IPS consists of anchors and tags. Anchors are static devices with
ﬁxed known positions, while tags are remote devices placed on a moving
body whose position needs to be determined. The position is inferred
using a suitable positioning algorithm and measurement technique.
Measurement can be done using the angle of arrival (AOA) [42], received
signal strength (RSS) [43] or time of arrival (TOA) [44]. In GPS, satellites
act as anchors to provide positioning information with accuracy in
meters.
Localisation should be reliable, robust, and acceptable to the user
[45]. Authors in Ref. [46] have used a TOA algorithm for personal
localisation in coal mines. Authors in Ref. [47] have used the AoA and
time difference of arrival (TDOA) algorithms to develop a UWB-based
positioning system for tracking activity in an indoor construction project. Using Ubisense, authors in Ref. [48] provided cinematic information
for evaluating the performance of a player. Authors in Ref. [49] have
designed a device-free, UWB-based positioning system for tracking people in the building. Considering the delays due to multipath and
non-line-of-sight (NLOS), authors in Ref. [50] proposed a novel approach
for UWB calibration. Authors in Refs. [51,52] used round trip time of
UWB signals while authors in Refs. [53,54] used ultrasonic signals. Authors in Ref. [55] proposed a chirp spread spectrum. Authors in Ref. [56]
used a heuristic approach for improving accuracy using TDOA. Authors
in Ref. [57] combined two algorithms, TDOA and AOA, to achieve better
localisation.
Due to the high accuracy of the UWB positioning system, it is also
used as a benchmark for other positioning systems [58]. UWB positioning
is used along with data fusion to increase the accuracy of a human
tracking system [59]. UWB positioning is also used for indoor robot
tracking [60]. The indoor mapping system to extract the round trip time
using UWB has been presented by the authors in Ref. [61]. Authors in
Ref. [62] presented an UWB-based positioning system that assists people
living with physical disabilities in their routine activities. In Ref. [63] the
authors used ﬂoor plan data and maximum likelihood to improve accuracy. A similar system using UWB for real-time bus tracking and parking
in the speciﬁed parking area is developed in Ref. [64].
Authors in Ref. [65] used a combination of UWB and MEMS inertial

 This paper reports the maximum accuracy of the UWB and the 10 Hz
GPS-based positioning system, conventional 1 Hz GPS is also analysed, side-by-side for a representative sport that is played both indoor and outdoor.
 Owing to our hardware-based experiments and measurements, this
paper for the ﬁrst time reports and quantiﬁes a major drawback of the
UWB positioning system. Our ﬁndings suggest that the UWB positioning system does not perform well when the tag start to move away
from the centre area.
 This paper then introduces a possible solution using machine learning
to address the limitation of the UWB positioning system.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. First, the literature review is presented in Section II. In Section III, a low-cost positioning
hardware is introduced and an algorithm is proposed. In Section IV, a
UWB-based positioning system is ﬁrst compared against a GPS-based
positioning system, and then the impacts of the number of anchors and
the position of tags are analysed. In Section V, the proposed algorithm is
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Fig. 1. (a) An ideal scenario for trilateration, (b) a practical scenario where circles do not intersect, (c) a practical scenario with no clear intersection region, (d) a
practical scenario with a large intersection region.

3. Proposed algorithm and hardware implementation
For calculating the tag’s position using a trilateration algorithm the
position coordinates of at least three anchors are required. In GPS, the
satellites’ coordinates are known, and they provide distance information.
In UWB, the anchors’ coordinates are known and the distance information between the anchors and the tag is calculated. The prime constraint
in implementing the trilateration algorithm accurately is calculating the
exact distance between the tag and the anchors. Error in calculating the
distance between the anchors and the tag is the main factor affecting the
position accuracy.
Fig. 1a shows an ideal condition for implementing the trilateration
algorithm where three circles intersect accurately at only one point. In
practice, there is some error in calculating the distance and due to this
error the accuracy of positioning data degrades. Fig. 1b, c, and 1d present
three cases where positioning errors are evident. In all the cases, due to
the inaccurate distance measurement, circles either overlap or they do
not intersect at all. Fig. 1b shows no circles intersect with each other,
trilateration can not be implemented in this case. Fig. 1c shows anchor 3
completely overlaps anchor 1 but, no intersection between anchor 2 and
3, trilateration can not be implemented in this case either. Fig. 1d shows a
large intersection area among the anchors, trilateration can be implemented but accuracy will be less. Fig. 1d is a common reason for inaccuracy in implementing trilateration. This is a limitation for UWB
positioning system.
In the UWB positioning system, a UWB signal is sent from the tag to
the anchor, which then sends the signal back to the tag. The total propagation time is calculated and based on this time information, the distance between the two devices (the anchors and tag) is calculated as
shown in Fig. 2. While propagating, this UWB signal suffers from
multipath, reﬂections, and noise. It ultimately results in positioning
inaccuracy.
3.1. Selective multilateration algorithm
The position is calculated using trilateration, based on the distance
information (d) acquired from the anchors. Three anchors (e.g., anchor 1,
anchor 3, and anchor 4) were placed at the corners, represented by the
yellow, green, and red colour respectively as shown in Fig. 2. The tag
measures the distance (between anchor and tag) and using trilateration
the tag determines the actual coordinates. At any instance, the reading
from an anchor might be obstructed, where a clear line of sight is not
available. In such cases, the distance information from additional anchors
is useful in determining the coordinates of the tag.
In this work, we propose a selective multilateration algorithm that
exploits the availability of additional anchors for accurate positioning.
The equation for calculating the distance can be given as follows:

Fig. 2. System diagram of the localisation problem and how trilateration is
implemented.

sensors to improve navigation and positioning. Authors in Ref. [66]
demonstrated that short transmitted pulses using UWB in an indoor
environment increases accuracy in a multipath environment. Authors in
Ref. [67] presented a device-free, human detection, and ranging system
using UWB via detecting minor variations in frequency caused by
humans. Authors in Ref. [68] integrated GPS and UWB technology for
indoor and outdoor location tracking in hospitals.
From the above discussion, it can be concluded that UWB is widely
used in positioning applications. But in sports, due to set-up time and
cost, GPS is widely used. In this paper, both systems are analysed for sport
applications.

dA ¼

Ct
2

(1)

where A denotes the anchor number on the ﬁeld, dA is the distance
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between the anchor A and the tag. C is the speed at which the radio waves
propagate (speed of light) and t is the travel time. For 2D positioning, we
only deal with ðx; yÞ coordinates of the anchors and tag, while for 3D
positioning, we include a third dimension of z (height) as well. For 3D
positioning, we require ðx; y; zÞ coordinates of both the anchors and tag.
Equations below are for 3D positioning, removing the z component, these
equations can be used for 2D positioning as well. For 3D positioning, the
distance dA between an anchor A and a tag can be obtained from Equation (1).
dA2 ¼ ðx  xA Þ2 þ ðy  yA Þ2 þ ðz  zA Þ2

(2)

where ðxA ; yA ; zA Þ is the coordinate of an anchor A, and ðx; y; zÞ is the
coordinate of the tag. With four anchors A 2 ½1::4, from Equation (2), we
can have:
2ðx1  x2 Þx þ 2ðy1  y2 Þy þ 2ðz1  z2 Þz ¼
 
 
 

 2
d2  d12  x22  x21  y22  y21  z22  z21

(3)

2ðx1  x3 Þx þ 2ðy1  y3 Þy þ 2ðz1  z3 Þz ¼
 
 
 

 2
d3  d12  x23  x21  y23  y21  z23  z21

(4)

2ðx1  x4 Þx þ 2ðy1  y4 Þy þ 2ðz1  z4 Þz ¼
 
 
 

 2
d4  d12  x24  x21  y24  y21  z24  z21

(5)

Algorithm 3.

Algorithm for Trilateration in 3D

Algorithm 4.

Algorithm for selective multilateration in 3D

Alternatively, Equations (3)–(5) can be presented as:
MX ¼ N

(6)

or
X ¼ M 1 N

(7)

Algorithm 1. Algorithm for Trilateration in 2D

In Equations (6) and (7), X is column vector ðx; y; zÞT representing the
calculated coordinates of the tag. M is a 3  3 matrix presented in
Equation (8), and N is a column vector presented in Equation (9).
2

2ðx1  x2 Þ
M ¼ 4 2ðx1  x3 Þ
2ðx1  x4 Þ
Algorithm 2. Algorithm for selective multilateration in 2D

4

3
2ðy1  y2 Þ 2ðz1  z2 Þ
2ðy1  y3 Þ 2ðz1  z3 Þ 5
2ðy1  y4 Þ 2ðz1  z4 Þ

(8)
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Fig. 4. Positioning accuracy of GPS vs UWB in outdoor and indoor settings
in 2D.

Fig. 3. The UWB positioning sensor.

2

 
 
 
3
d22  d12  x22  x21  y22  y21  z22  z21
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N ¼6
4 d3  d1   x3  x1   y3  y1   z3  z1  5
d42  d12  x24  x21  y24  y21  z24  z21

(9)

In the Equation (7), we can add distance information for additional
anchors to determine the coordinates of the tag. Algorithm for implementation of the above equations is presented in Algorithm 1 for 2D
positioning and Algorithm 3 for 3D positioning. Consequently, the
following factors are also shown to impact positioning accuracy:
 Number of Anchors.
 Position and geometry of the anchors around the tag. Anchors along a
straight line are not beneﬁcial for positioning.
 Distance between the anchor and the tag.
The greater the distance between the anchor and the tag, the less
accurate is the measured distance (between anchor and tag) and vice
versa. Initially, we ﬁnd the anchors closest to the tag. From the measured
distance (d1 to d6 ) between the anchors and the tag, we select the 4
anchors closest to the tag. D1 is assigned to the shortest distance between
the anchor and the tag, as shown in Algorithm 2 for selective multilateration in 2D positioning and Algorithm 4 for selective multilateration
in 3D positioning. After D1 , then D2 , D3 , and D4 are the anchors closest to
the tag, respectively. The selected anchors are divided into three groups
(T123 , T124 , and T134 ) and the position coordinates of these three groups
are calculated. Then, the centroid of these three sets of coordinates is
computed.

Fig. 5. Visualization of anchor’s position.

Decawave sensor and other components (resistors, capacitors, led, etc)
are then placed on a PCB. After soldering surface mount device (SMD)
components with the Decawave sensor on it, an Arduino Pro mini is
connected for controlling and data logging. The total cost is less than USD
$40. The UWB device can be conﬁgured at different conﬁgurations,
deﬁning its channel frequency, bitrate, and preamble length. UWB has six
frequency bands with centre frequencies from 3.5 GHz to 6.5 GHz.
Similarly, the possible settings for data bitrate are 110 Kbps, 850 Kbps,
and 6.81 Mbps. Both GPS and UWB-based positioning systems require
very high sampling frequency and complex hardware to enable highly
accurate timing estimation. As we have used the UWB sensor for positioning, we conﬁgured it to its maximum operating range. We conﬁgured
UWB at channel 2 (3774–4243.2 MHz) with a centre frequency of

3.2. Developing UWB hardware for positioning
Fig. 3 shows a low cost tag/anchor which we have developed using a
Decawave UWB sensor (DWM1000) and Arduino pro mini. The
5
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Fig. 6. (a) UWB and GPS error in 2D. (b) CDF plot for UWB and GPS mean absolute error in 2D.

3993.6 MHz and a bandwidth of 499.2 MHz. Further, to ensure a higher
operating range, we used 110 Kbps. Pulse repetition frequency and
preamble length were set at 64 MHz and 1024 symbols, respectively.
For implementing the proposed selective multilateration algorithm,
we only require the UWB transceiver for communications and a microcontroller for implementation. It should be noted that Pozyx’s system
also uses a Decawave sensor for positioning but, the system costs
signiﬁcantly more.

Table 1
UWB and GPS comparison in 2D.
2D

GPS 1 Hz (m)

GPS 10 Hz (m)

UWB (m)

Mean
SD
Median
RMSE
CI 90%

6.657
4.137
5.862
7.798
1.309

5.962
4.361
4.940
7.338
1.380

0.165
0.075
0.177
0.180
0.023

4. Analysis of UWB and GPS
4.1. Two dimensional comparison
In this section, the accuracy of both GPS and UWB positioning systems are analysed under the same conditions to ensure no bias. The initial
experiments required a ﬁeld where both positioning systems could be
evaluated under the same conditions. For evaluation in an outdoor
environment, we conducted the experiments in clear sky conditions with
good GPS reception (e.g., 8 to 10 satellites).
For localisation in 3D, the anchors were placed at varying heights.
The height of the anchors varied between 0.5 m and 2.5 m. Each anchor
was placed at least 10 m apart. Fig. 4 compares the positioning accuracy
of GPS and UWB in indoor and outdoor environments. The positioning
accuracy of the GPS decreases in the indoor environment. In both environments, the UWB system provides signiﬁcantly less localisation error
compared to the GPS.
For the experiment, an area of 200 m2 (size of a tennis ﬁeld) was
selected as shown in Fig. 5. In Fig. 5 at the bottom left corner is the coordinate ð0; 0Þ, while ð10; 20Þ is at the top right corner. Along X-axis, it is
10 m wide while along Y-axis it is 20 m long. As the comparison would be
in 2D as well as 3D, the height of anchors and tag was also considered.
UWB and GPS coordinates and the height were recorded at various positions. The exact distance and height were measured using Laser range
ﬁnder (Bosch GLM80) and coordinates were marked. The laser range
ﬁnder has a range of 80 m and a precision of 0.15 mm. Later, these known
coordinates were used as a reference to measure error.
For evaluating the performance of the UWB-based system, more than
20,000 readings were acquired at 80 different position coordinates. More
than 4000 and 29,000 instances of position were recorded for GPS 1 Hz
and 10 Hz, respectively. For logging GPS data, the Adafruit ultimate GPS
logger shield was used. The shield has a sensitivity of -165 dBm and can
provide an update rate of 10 Hz. During the experiment, it was ensured
that the device was placed upright and no hindrance occurred in signal
reception. For acquiring UWB data, a UWB-based Decawave positioning
chip was used.
This section compares and quantiﬁes the accuracy of both systems in
2D and 3D. For performance analysis/comparison, statistical parameters
such as standard deviation (SD), median, root mean square error (RMSE),
and conﬁdence interval (CI) were used. Researchers in relevant studies
[69–71] also used similar sets of parameters.

In Fig. 6a the mean error in 2D localisation is graphically represented.
The mean error is acquired at certain points for both GPS and UWB
systems. As the distance can not be negative, the mean absolute error is
used for analysis. Fig. 6b shows the cumulative distribution function
(CDF) for all three systems. For UWB, the highest error was 0.325 m with
70% instances having an error of less than 0.2 m.
UWB operates on short pulses spread over a wide range. Narrowband
signals are more attenuated due to multipath than UWB. GPS accuracy is
also affected by the availability of satellites and the time delay between
satellites and receivers. From Fig. 6b, it is certain that GPS is far less
accurate than the UWB-based positioning system. Table 1 summarises the
overall results of 2D positioning.
Table 1 shows that the standard deviation of positioning error in GPS
is very high. The mean positioning error in GPS is 5.9 m and 6.6 m for 10
Hz and 1 Hz GPS, respectively. Compared to the GPS system, the standard
deviation and mean positioning error in UWB is signiﬁcantly low. Other
parameters such as median, RMSE, and CI also conﬁrm the better performance of the UWB system. Based on Table 1, the following conclusions can be made:
 Based on mean and RMSE, UWB is 40 times more accurate than the 1
Hz GPS.
 UWB is 36 times more accurate than the 10 Hz GPS.
 Based on SD and CI, it is also observed that UWB is far more precise
than GPS.
4.2. Three dimensional comparison
Fig. 7a graphically represents the mean absolute error at each point in
3D localisation. Table 2 summarises the overall mean absolute error,
standard deviation, median, RMSE, and CI of positioning error of the
system. In comparison to 2D, the accuracy of the UWB system against
GPS has decreased; instead of 40 times, it is 20 times more accurate for
the 1 Hz GPS. Similar results were obtained for 10 Hz GPS where the
accuracy decreased from 38 to 19 times in 3D. Unlike the mean, median,
and RMSE, the standard deviation does not change much, as we move
from 2D to 3D. Using the cumulative distribution function plot, the
6
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Fig. 7. (a) UWB and GPS error in 3D. (b) CDF plot for UWB and GPS mean absolute error in 3D.

accuracy of the system. Similarly in Fig. 8b and Table 4, the same procedure was adopted for 3D localisation. Additionally, it is proven that a
combination of 6 anchors is more beneﬁcial than 4 anchors.

Table 2
UWB and GPS comparison in 3D.
3D

GPS 1 Hz (m)

GPS 10 Hz (m)

UWB (m)

Mean
SD
Median
RMSE
CI 90%

10.743
4.955
9.683
11.792
1.568

10.275
5.249
8.957
11.494
1.661

0.524
0.263
0.469
0.584
0.083

4.4. Placement of tag
We also conducted experiments to evaluate the accuracy of UWBTable 3
Number of anchors for static 2D positioning using trilateration and Decawave
hardware.

overall mean absolute error of the GPS and the UWB system is shown in
Fig. 7b.
From the above discussion, it can be concluded that UWB offers far
more accurate positioning data than GPS. 10 Hz GPS is slightly more
accurate than conventional 1 Hz GPS, but it is insigniﬁcant in comparison
to UWB. UWB is useful for both indoor and outdoor positioning.
4.3. Placement and number of anchors
Two way ranging is used to calculate the range of each anchor, and
then trilateration is implemented. As the tag moves towards the centre of
the ﬁeld, it is within the range of all anchors and thus produces more
accurate position estimations. The accuracy of UWB-based localisation
has been investigated for various number of anchors for positioning. As
we calculate the distance of each anchor from the tag, based on its TOA,
there are some errors in calculating the distance associated with each
anchor. In this scenario, the question arises whether adding more anchors would be beneﬁcial in increasing the accuracy or it degrades the
accuracy. In Fig. 8 this scenario is analysed.
In Fig. 8a and Table 3, different combinations of 3 anchors were used
for trilateration and then a combination of 6 anchors was used. It is
evident that a higher number of anchors are beneﬁcial in increasing the

Number of anchors

2D Error (m)

SD (m)

All 6 Anchors
Anchor 1,2, and
Anchor 1,3, and
Anchor 2,1, and
Anchor 2,4, and
Anchor 3,4, and
Anchor 3,4, and

0.120
0.123
0.178
0.141
0.189
0.289
0.311

 0.50
 0.047
 0.092
 0.083
 0.076
 0.114
 0.157

6
6
5
5
5
6

Table 4
Number of anchors for static 3D positioning using trilateration and Decawave
hardware.
Number of Anchors

3D Error (m)

SD (m)

All 6 Anchors
Anchor 1,2,3, and 4
Anchor 1,2,3 and 5
Anchor 1,2,4 and 6
Anchor 1,2,5 and 6
Anchor 1,3,4, and 5
Anchor 2,3,4, and 6

1.307
8.205
1.873
3.465
2.565
1.891
3.469

 1.094
 6.871
 0.728
 1.191
 1.632
 0.714
 1.192

Fig. 8. CDF plot of positioning error under static conditions.
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Fig. 9. The tag moves under static conditions in 2D and 3D.

Fig. 11. Z-axis large mean absolute error.

Table 5
Positioning accuracy of the tag on the ﬁeld using trilateration and Decawave
hardware.
Position of Tag ðx; yÞ

2D Error (m)

3D Error (m)

(5,0)
(5,5)
Centre (5,10)
(5,15)
(5,20)

0.231
0.092
0.048
0.077
0.273

0.412
0.111
0.070
0.283
0.757

in the height or along the Z-axis as shown in Fig. 11. In the presence of
this large error, using multiple anchors are not enough to increase accuracy. From data, it is observed that along Z-axis each anchor has a large
error, so combining their data is not any beneﬁcial. From Fig. 10, it can
be concluded that the above-mentioned trilateration algorithm performed well in 2D only.
The reason for not achieving accurate results in 3D is due to the error
along the Z-axis, known as the geometric dilution of precision (GDOP)
[72]. Other similar studies that analysed the positioning accuracy of the
UWB system [69,71] also used similar heights. This is a limitation in 3D,
and the error in Z-axis can be reduced by placing anchors at a greater
height, but it has some major drawbacks/challenges, for example.

based localisation when the tag was placed at different positions. The
results are shown in Fig. 9 and Table 5. It can be observed that the accuracy is highest at the centre of the ﬁeld and as we move towards the
boundary the accuracy gradually decreases. In 2D localisation, the
maximum error in positioning of 0.2 m was recorded at the perimeters,
while the least error of 0.073 m was recorded at the centre. Similarly for
3D, the least accuracy in positioning was 0.7 m at the perimeters while
the maximum accuracy was 0.155 m recorded at the centre.

 Placing anchors at a greater height will increase the accuracy along Zaxis often at the expense of decreasing accuracy along the X-axis and
Y-axis.
 Placing anchors at greater heights or hanging them from the ceiling
increases the set-up time, which is already more than that of a GPSbased system.

5. Analysing the accuracy of the proposed positioning algorithm
in static conditions

6. Implementation on a tennis court (dynamic conditions)

It can be established from Fig. 10a that the selective multilateration
algorithm provides better results where it has the lowest mean absolute
error amongst all. Contrastingly, LLSE is not suitable in this case, where
its mean absolute error is the highest.
Fig. 10b shows the CDF plot of positioning error in 3D. As LLSE did
not perform well, it was not considered for 3D. But, in this case, the
trilateration algorithm has more errors than the commercially available
algorithm and its accuracy drops sharply. From the above discussion on
UWB’s nature of the error in 2D and 3D, it can be concluded that trilateration is not enough for 3D localisation. The major source of error is

The next step was to evaluate the accuracy of the UWB-based localisation system on a tennis court. We chose the sport of tennis due to the
popularity of the sport. This deployment scenario is depicted in Fig. 12.
As Fig. 12 shows, anchors were placed around the perimeters of the
tennis court at varying heights (i.e, 0.5 m–2.5 m). The device was placed
onto the back of a player for tracking position movement. The proposed
selective multilateration algorithm was used for anchor selection and
trilateration.

Fig. 10. CDF plots showing comparison among algorithms.
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Fig. 12. Implementation on a tennis court.

In professional sports as well, the device is placed at this location since
this causes the least interference with the movement of the athlete.
Using a laser range ﬁnder, the distance was calculated at various
points and markings were placed along the path. The instances, where
human body passed these markings were recorded with corresponding
UWB position coordinates. To analyse the movement Kinovea software
was used. For calculating the positioning error, the position coordinates
calculated from each algorithm were compared against the physical
markings and their respective position coordinates. The selective multilateration algorithm is compared to the trilateration and Pozyx algorithm. The results of these experiments are presented in Table 6 and
Fig. 13.
As shown in Fig. 13, the selective multilateration algorithm has the
highest accuracy. Its accuracy is 0.222 m (Table 6). Earlier, its accuracy
was 0.165 m where experiments were conducted under static conditions.
There are four anchors and the area is (400 m2 ). Standard error and CI
were also lowest for the selective multilateration algorithm. Neither
smoothing ﬁlter (moving average or median ﬁlter) was applied to the
data to ensure that the accuracy of the UWB-based positioning hardware
was analysed and the results could be reproduced in a similar setting. The
following are the major reasons for the inaccuracy.

Table 6
Analysing positioning error in dynamic domain with 4 anchors placed 20 m apart
on the Tennis Court.
Algorithm

Pozyx (m)

Selective Multilateration (m)

Trilateration (m)

Mean (m)
SD (m)
Median (m)
Standard Error
CI 90% (m)

0.289
0.180
0.265
0.018
0.030

0.222
0.151
0.193
0.015
0.025

0.291
0.196
0.261
0.019
0.033

 In the UWB-based positioning system one of the main sources of error
that results in degrading accuracy is the multipath. Multipath occurs
more in indoor environments than in outdoor environments. As for
the tennis court, the experiment was performed outdoor hence, it is
more accurate than indoor.
 In the earlier experiment, while comparing UWB against GPS, two
anchors were mounted on the wall and another two anchors were
placed very close to the wall. In the outdoor conditions, there is no
wall or major obstruction near the anchors, reducing the error. This is
consistent with the ﬁndings in Ref. [70].

Fig. 13. CDF plot of a tag moving under dynamic condition.

In this experiment, the number of anchors was four. Only four anchors
were placed, one at each corner, 20 m apart. The positioning data was
recorded while the tag was in motion. The playing area for a tennis player
on a tennis court is 97.8 m2 (11.89 m long and 8.23 m wide) for singles
and 130.4 m2 (11.89 m long and 10.97 m width) for doubles. Hence, the
localisation area was large enough to ensure that the placement of anchors would not interfere with player movement.
A UWB tag was placed on a human body between the shoulder blades.

7. Machine learning to improve the positioning accuracy of UWB
systems
In the preceding section, a trilateration algorithm was used to

Fig. 14. Artiﬁcial intelligent models for (a) 2D positioning and (b) 3D positioning.
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Fig. 15. CDF plot of machine learning at different number of neurons.

determine the position of the tag. The error introduced by two way
ranging is non-linear and the accuracy is further affected by the location
of the tag on the ﬁeld which changes as we move from edges to the
centre. Machine learning can be used in this case. Machine learning
provides better capability to learn such non-linear functions.
We employed a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) feed-forward artiﬁcial
neural network (FF-ANN) with backpropagation to train and improve the
accuracy of the UWB-based localisation system. The network consists of 3
layers: i) the input layer, ii) the hidden layer, and iii) the output layer.
Fig. 14 shows the FF-ANN used for predicting the position of the tag. The
distance information from 6 anchors is provided as input to the input
layer.
Three types of activation functions can be used with the backpropagation algorithm: log-sigmoid, linear transfer function, and tansigmoid. In this work, we used Logsigmoid function because relevant
studies [73] suggest that Log-sigmoid is more accurate than the
Tan-Sigmoid activation function for localisation. The hidden layer consists of a Log-sigmoid activation function while the linear transfer function is used for the output layer. For 2D positioning, the hidden layer
consisted of 4 neurons. For 3D positioning a hidden layer with 7 neurons
was used.
For training the network, 30,000 samples were collected from 120
different positions. Matlab neural network toolbox was used for the
analysis. The moving average ﬁlter was used for smoothing the raw
sensor data. In both the cases (2D and 3D), the number of maximum iterations was set as 1000, but in each case, training stopped after around
700 iterations due to the network approaching maximum validation
failures at 6. Weights of the neurons were updated according to
Levenberg-Marquardt optimization. With a higher number of neurons in
the hidden layer, the network can suffer from “over-ﬁtting”. Over-ﬁtting
occurs when the model adapts too well to the provided dataset, and
rather than generalizing a new data, it converges to data from the earlier
dataset. To avoid over-ﬁtting, we gradually decreased the number of
neurons. When a machine learning model shows good performance on
the training dataset and generalises the new dataset well, it is called
“Good Fit”.
Fig. 15a shows the 2D positioning results in terms of the mean absolute error predicted by the proposed model. The tested accuracy on a
new dataset is 0.053 m with 4 neurons in the hidden layer. From Fig. 15b
it is clear that higher accuracy can be achieved by using a machine
learning technique. Unlike the earlier algorithm that performed well in
2D, but performed relatively poorly in 3D, our proposed machine
learning technique performed better in 2D as well as in 3D. In 3D the
highest accuracy was achieved with 7 neurons and the accuracy was
0.118 m.

8. Conclusion
In this paper, we investigated the performance of the GPS and the
UWB-based localisation for wearable sports performance monitoring
systems. We presented the research methodology, our developed hardware, and the hardware set-up used for measuring the performance of the
GPS and the UWB-based systems. Our ﬁndings include quantitative
analysis of localisation accuracy achieved from the GPS and UWB-based
systems for a representative sport (i.e. tennis). Our quantitative analysis
shows that while the UWB-based system outperforms the GPS-based
positioning (1 Hz and 10 Hz) system, the accuracy of the UWB-based
system starts to decrease in areas close to boundaries/edges, raising
concerns about its suitability for applications in sports performance
monitoring. In a sport like tennis, players spend most of their time in
areas close to the boundaries, so the decrease in accuracy of the UWBsystem is a major concern. In our future work, we will investigate how
the accuracy of the UWB-based indoor localisation system can be further
improved by fusing data provided by MEMS based inertial sensors with
the UWB system.
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3.6

Concluding remarks

In this chapter, the performance of the GNSS and the UWB-based positioning systems was analyzed for athlete tracking. This chapter presented the developed UWB
positioning hardware and the hardware set-up used for measuring the performance of the
GNSS and the UWB-based positioning systems. The findings include quantitative
analysis of positioning accuracy achieved by the GNSS and UWB-based systems for a

Figure 3.17 removed
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representative sport (i.e. tennis). The quantitative analysis shows that while the UWBbased system outperforms the GNSS-based positioning (1Hz and 10Hz) system, the accuracy of the UWB-based system starts to decrease in areas close to boundaries/edges,
raising concerns about its suitability for applications in sports performance monitoring.
In a sport similar to tennis, players spend most of their time in areas close to the boundaries, so the decrease in accuracy of the UWB-system is a major concern.
Geometric algorithms were used to enhance the positioning accuracy and later machine
learning algorithm was presented. Machine learning algorithm was found to be more accurate. From the experiments presented in this chapter, it was observed that the prime
source of error in the UWB indoor positioning system was the range data. Reduction
in range error would increase the positioning accuracy without adding computational
complexity or setup time. In the next chapter, a technique to reduce the range error has
been proposed.
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Chapter 4

A Range Error Reduction
Technique for Positioning
Applications in Sports

From the experiments presented in Chapter 3, it was evident that the positioning error
was non-linear in nature, and the range error played a major part in producing inaccurate
positioning data. The trilateration algorithm is the fundamental algorithm used for
finding position coordinates, and in trilateration, based on the range data, the distance
between an anchor and a tag is calculated. This information about distance is then used
to calculate the position of the tag, as shown in Fig. 4.1a. However, in practical cases, it
is not often an easy task to accurately measure the distance between anchors and tags.
Thus measured range data invariably contains some errors (i.e., range error).
Fig. 4.1 shows some possible practical cases that can occur due to errors in the measured
range. Instead of all three circles intersecting at a point, they either do not intersect at
all or only two circles intersect at one or two points. In Fig. 4.1b all three circles overlap
with each other and there is a region where the position coordinates can exist anywhere.
In Fig. 4.1c there is no point where all three circles intersect, they intersect at different
points. In Fig. 4.1d all three circles do not intersect at all. It is evident from Fig. 4.1
that the higher the error in calculating the range, the higher will be the inaccuracy in
positioning. To reduce the overall error that exists in trilateration, the error associated
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4.1 Proposed solution

with the range data must be minimized.
In this chapter, a technique is introduced that sequentially analyzes range data from each
anchor and reduces range error. The proposed solution does not use the conventional
trilateration algorithm, where it evaluates the error introduced by adding the distance
of each anchor and then adjusts the position coordinates accordingly.
Following are the major contributions of this chapter:
• A technique is proposed to reduce the effect of range error on positioning data in
UWB-based positioning systems. The algorithm sequentially evaluates the error in
the range data for each anchor and reduces its impact on the position coordinates.
• In the proposed solution, an optimal number of anchors are determined for maximum accuracy. This is also useful in decreasing the set-up time of the positioning
system on the field and reduces the complexity.
• The proposed solution is tested using a hardware test-bed under challenging conditions with CODs required for athlete tracking and compared against three different
algorithms.

Figure 4.1 on page 62 is not available in this version of the thesis
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Abstract
In recent times, ultra-wideband (UWB)-based positioning systems have become popular in
sport performance monitoring. UWB positioning system uses time of arrival to calculate
the range data between devices (i.e. anchors, tags), and then use trilateration algorithms
to estimate position coordinates. In practical applications, non-line-of-sight transmissions
and multipath propagations lead to inaccurate range data and lower positioning accuracy.
This paper introduces a range error minimisation algorithm to address this limitation of
error in range data in UWB-based positioning system. The proposed solution analyses
the range error for each anchor and sequentially reduces this error based on the distance
between each anchor and the tag. This ultimately contributes to higher positioning accuracies. The authors implemented the proposed algorithm in a hardware test-bed, evaluating
the positioning accuracy for an indoor sport. The proposed algorithm outperforms both
the trilateration algorithm and a commercially used positioning algorithm by up to 50%
and 25%, respectively.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, positioning systems have emerged in numerous
promising industries including outdoor and indoor navigation,
warehouse management, healthcare, and robotics [1]. Positioning systems are becoming increasingly popular in sport applications. In sport, a wearable technology commonly known as
an electronic performance tracking system (EPTS), can provide
critical information about an athlete’s physical activities and performance. In July 2019, the International football body, FIFA,
allowed the use of the EPTSs during matches [2]. The International Tennis Federation (ITF) has also allowed the use of EPTS
devices in tennis [3].
EPTSs rely on on-board positioning systems to provide positioning data for athlete tracking. EPTSs can use both global and
indoor positioning systems. Global positioning system (GPS),
which relies on navigation satellites, is the most affordable and
popular choice. GPS can provide information about an athlete’s
position and velocity. However, GPS has a low sampling rate
that makes it difficult to detect the kinematic motion in sports
[4]. Satellite signal attenuation, number of satellites available and

their position also affect the accuracy of the GPS [5]. The accuracy of the GPS system is in metres [6, 7] where this low accuracy is a major problem for EPTSs in sports [8]. This has led to
new positioning technology in the form of the indoor positioning systems.
For indoor positioning, various radio technology-based solutions including, ultra-wideband (UWB) [9, 10], Bluetooth [11],
radio-frequency identification (RFID) [12], and wireless local
area networks (WLAN) [13] can be used. However, there is
a trade-off between the range and accuracy of these systems.
Some have very large coverage area, but their accuracy is in
metres, while others have accuracy in centimetres (cm), but their
range is only a few metres. For athlete tracking, UWB is the most
suitable radio frequency-based solution [14, 15].
In UWB-based positioning systems, range data gathered
from a UWB transceiver is used for positioning. Range data is
acquired from the measurement of the signal propagation time
between the anchor and the tag [16, 17]. Time of arrival (TOA)
is the most widely used technique for measuring range data
[18]. Range data between each anchor and the tag is obtained
using TOA. From this range data, mathematical methods
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FIGURE 1 Possible cases to determine position coordinates. (a) Theoretical trilateration algorithm that determines the position coordinates. Panels (b), (c), and
(d) are the possible cases where inaccuracy in trilateration occurs due to the error in range data R

(trilateration is the most commonly used method) provide the
position coordinates of the tag. Any error in range data results
in an inaccurate calculation of position coordinates.
TOA is a useful technique, but it possesses certain limitations.
Due to multipath [19] and non-line-of-sight (NLOS) [20], arrival
time is often measured inaccurately. Inaccuracy in measuring
TOA, results in an error in range data, which ultimately leads
to low positioning accuracy. This motivated us to investigate the
problem further and propose a mitigation technique.

The trilateration algorithm is the fundamental algorithm used
to find position coordinates. In trilateration, based on range
data, the distance between an anchor and a tag is calculated. This
information about distance is then used to calculate the position
of the tag, as shown in Figure 1(a). However, in practical cases, it
is not an easy task to measure the distance between anchors and
tags. Thus measured range data invariably contains some errors.
Figure 1 shows some possible practical cases that can occur
due to errors in the measured range. Instead of all three circles
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intersecting at a point, they either do not intersect at all or only
two circles intersect at one or two points. In Figure 1(b), all three
circles overlap with each other and there is a region where the
position coordinates can exist anywhere. In Figure 1(c), there is
no point where all three circles intersect, they intersect at different points. In Figure 1(d), all three circles do not intersect at all.
It is evident from Figure 1 that the higher the error in calculating the range, the higher will be the inaccuracy in positioning.
To reduce the overall error that exists in trilateration, the error
associated with the range data must be minimised.
This paper introduces an algorithm that sequentially analyses range data from each anchor and reduces range error.
The proposed algorithm does not use the conventional trilateration algorithm, where it evaluates the error introduced by
adding the distance of each anchor and then adjusts the position coordinates accordingly. From real-world experiments, we
have observed that the proposed algorithm performs better
than existing conventional and commercial algorithms.
Following are the major contributions of this paper:
∙ An algorithm is proposed to reduce the effect of range error
on positioning data in UWB-based positioning systems. The
algorithm sequentially evaluates the error in the range data
for each anchor and reduces its impact on the position coordinates.
∙ In our proposed solution, an optimal number of anchors
are determined for maximum accuracy. This is also useful in
decreasing the setup time of the positioning system on the
field and reduces the complexity.
Section 2 presents the literature review. The solution for minimising the error in range estimation is presented in Section 3.
Evaluation under static and dynamic conditions is explained in
Section 4. Section 5 is the results and discussion section. In
Section 6, the algorithm is tested for the sport of tennis and
compared against a commercially available market solution. Section 7 concludes the paper.
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have investigated the performance of the UWB-based positioning system in challenging environments and reported positive
outcomes.
Authors in [39] have highlighted the importance of a positioning system for application in sports and suggest UWB-based
positioning systems to be the most suitable technology in the
market. With the commercial availability of UWB chips from
Decawave, they have gained more popularity as these chips
can provide centimetre level accuracy. Authors in [40], used a
Decwave UWB chip for positioning under dynamic conditions.
The UWB-based positioning system uses range data for
estimating position coordinates. Different techniques can be
used for calculating range data. These techniques include TOA
[17], time difference of arrival (TDOA) [30], proximity detection, fingerprinting, and angle of arrival (AOA) [41]. The AOA
technique requires measurement of angles and is a complex
technique. TDOA requires clock synchronisation, which again
makes this technique complex. Proximity detection does not
provide range and only detects if an object exists in a specified range of the system. The fingerprinting technique requires
the development of a database, which is a cumbersome task.
The most robust technique to calculate the distance between
the anchor and tag is the TOA. Round trip time for positioning
in UWB is proposed by authors in [42, 43]. Authors in [44] have
emphasised that positioning should be reliable and robust.
Despite offering significant advantages, the UWB-based
positioning system in a real-world setup is subject to a number
of challenges [45]. NLOS transmissions [46–48] have a negative
impact on the positioning accuracy of a UWB system. NLOS
transmissions result in positively biased range estimates [49,
50]. While using UWB for indoor positioning, multipath effects
[51–53] also reduce positioning accuracy. Multipath and NLOS
reduce a UWB’s range data accuracy, resulting in positioning
inaccuracy. Accordingly, the accuracy of the conventional trilateration algorithm reduces due to the range error. This range
error needs to be mitigated for accurate positioning. In the following section, we introduce a solution that improves the accuracy of the UWB-based positioning system.

LITERATURE REVIEW
3

EPTS has emerged as a suitable alternative to camera-based
athlete tracking systems [21–23]. Motion capture camera systems [15, 24–26] can be used for athelete tracking, but their
complexity, setup time and cost are significantly high, and they
require complex algorithms. Vision-based positioning systems
require a powerful computational platform [27, 28]. They also
suffer from light conditions and scalability problems [29]. Consequently, many sports and their industry partners are leaning
towards use of EPTSs [21–23].
EPTSs use UWB for indoor positioning. Authors in [30, 31]
compared different positioning systems and found the UWBbased positioning system to be the most suitable system for
positioning. UWB possess accuracies in centimetres with a
coverage area large enough to be used for any indoor sport
[14, 32], and indoor positioning [33–35]. Authors in [36–38]

PROPOSED SOLUTION

For calculating positioning coordinates, the UWB positioning
system provides range data. Ideally, the distance between each
anchor and the tag should be equal to the range data. However,
besides distance, range data also includes the propagation
error as discussed earlier. In conventional positioning methods,
the range data of each anchor is provided to the trilateration
algorithm to determine the position coordinates of the tag.
Trilateration is the most commonly used method for acquiring
positioning coordinates of a tag. In this section, first we explain
the trilateration method and then, based on the limitations
of the trilateration algorithm, we propose our algorithm to
mitigate range error.
For the trilateration algorithm, a signal is sent from a tag to
the anchor. The anchor sends back an acknowledgement. From
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ALGORITHM 1 Algorithm for First Set of Coordinates (x ′ , y′ ) using
Range Error Minimisation
1:

Input: Range of anchors to tag & coordinates of anchors{R1 , R2 } &
{(x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 )}

2:

Output: (xa′ , xb′ , ya′ , yb′ ) First set of coordinates of the tag
√
Distance d12 ← (x2 − x1 )2 + (y2 − y1 )2

3:

5:

R1′
R2′

6:

if d12 > (R1′ + R2′ ) then

4:

ALGORITHM 2 Algorithm using Range Error Minimisation
1:

Input: Range of anchors to tag &
coordinates of anchors{R1 , R2 , R3 , R4 , R5 , R6 } &
{(x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 ), (x3 , y3 ),(x4 , y4 ), (x5 , y5 ), (x6 , y6 ), (xa′ , ya′ ), (xb′ , yb′ }

2:

Output: (x ′′′ , y′′′ ) Coordinates of tag

3:

5:

Sort range of anchors {R1 , R2 , R3 , R4 , R5 , R6 } &
{(x1 , y1 ),(x2 , y2 ), (x3 , y3 ), (x4 , y4 ), (x5 , y5 ), (x6 , y6 )}
√
Rng1 ← (xa′ − x3 )2 + (ya′ − y3 )2
√
Rng2 ← (xb′ − x3 )2 + (yb′ − y3 )2
if Rng1 > Rng2 then

← R1
4:

← R2

7:

temp ← d12 − (R1 + R2 )

6:

8:

R1′ ← R1′ + temp∕2

7:

x ′ ← xb′

9:

R2′ ← R2′ + temp∕2

8:

y′ ← yb′

10:
11:

else if d12 < abs(R1 − R2 ) then

9:

temp ← abs(R1 − R2 ) − d12

10:

x ′ ← xa′

else

12:

else if R1 < R2 then

11:

y′ ← ya′

13:

R1′ ← R1′ + temp∕2

12:

R3′ ← Rng1

14:

R2′ ← R2′ − temp∕2
R1′

15:

else

16:

end if

←

R1′

− temp∕2R2′

←

R2′

+ temp∕2

(R1′
√

− R2′ + R2 )∕2d12
(R12 − l )2

13:

end if

14:

di f f ← R3 − R3′

15:

di f f ← di f f ∕2

16:
17:

factor ← di f f / R3′ + 1
√
temp ← (x3 − x ′ )2 + (y3 − y′ )2

17:

l ←

18:

h←

19:

xa′ ← l (x2 − x1 )∕d12 + x1 + h(y2 − y1 )∕d12

18:

x ′′ ← x3 - temp*factor

20:

ya′ ← l (y2 − y1 )∕d12 + y1 − h(x2 − x1 )∕d12

19:

21:

xb′ ← l (x2 − x1 )∕d12 + x1 − h(y2 − y1 )∕d12

20:

y′′ ← y3 - temp*factor
√
R4′ ← (x4 − x ′′ )2 + (y4 − y′′ )2

22:

yb′ ← l (y2 − y1 )∕d12 + y1 + h(x2 − x1 )∕d12

21:

di f f ← R4 − R4′

22:

di f f ← di f f ∕2

23:

the time of flight, the range is calculated.
RA =

ct
.
2

25:

x ′′′ ← x4 − temp ∗ factor

26:

y′′′ ← y4 − temp ∗ factor

(1)

In Equation (1), A is the anchor’s number, RA is the range from
the anchor to the tag. c is the speed at which the radio waves
propagate, and t is the time of signal propagation. From the
travelled time t , range R from the anchor to the tag can be
measured.
To calculate the range between an anchor and a tag, the following equation is used:
(x − xA )2 + (y − yA )2 = R2 .

24:

factor ← di f f ∕R4′ + 1
√
temp ← (x4 − x ′′ )2 + (y4 − y′′) 2

(2)

Here, position coordinates of each anchor are (xA , yA ) and
(x, y) are the coordinates of the tag. R is the range. From three
anchors, three equations can be formed. To solve two unknown
variables, only two equations are enough but solving two equations results in two sets of (x, y) coordinates. A third equation is
required to select the actual point.
(x − x1 )2 + (y − y1 )2 = R12 ,

(3)

(x − x2 )2 + (y − y2 )2 = R22 ,

(4)

(x − x3 )2 + (y − y3 )2 = R32 .

(5)

In Equations (3), (4), and (5), (x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 ), and (x3 , y3 )
are the coordinates of the anchor 1,2, and 3, respectively. R1 ,
R2 , and R3 are the respective range from the anchors to the
tag. Solving Equations (3), (4), and (5), following equations are
attained:
2(x1 − x2 )x + 2(y1 − y2 )y =
(R22 − R12 ) − (x22 − x12 ) − (y22 − y12 ),

(6)

2(x1 − x3 )x + 2(y1 − y3 )y =
(R32 − R12 ) − (x32 − x12 ) − (y32 − y12 ).

(7)

Equations (6) and (7) can be solved for x, y-coordinates of the
tag.
[ ]
x
= A−1 B.
y

(8)
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Here,
]
2(x1 − x2 ) 2(y1 − y2 )
,
A=
2(x1 − x3 ) 2(y1 − y3 )
]
[ 2
(R2 − R12 ) − (x22 − x12 ) − (y22 − y12 )
[

B=

(R32 − R12 ) − (x32 − x12 ) − (y32 − y12 )

Distance d3

(9)
.

(10)

It is evident from Equation (8) that the range error of different anchors accumulates in the trilateration algorithm. Our proposed algorithm sequentially adds the range data, analysing the
range error of each anchor and then updating the position coordinates.

3.1
Proposed range error minimisation
(REM) algorithm
Following are the main steps for the proposed algorithm
(REM).
∙ Sorting the range of all anchors.
∙ Calculating the initial sets of position coordinates ((xa′ , ya′ ) and
(xb′ , yb′ )) from R1 and R2 .
∙ Selecting the first, correct set of position coordinates ((x ′ , y′ ))
from the two sets of position coordinates ((xa′ , ya′ ) and (xb′ , yb′ ))
calculated in the previous step.
∙ Adding Anchor 3’s range data (R3 ), adjusting its range error
(R3 ), and updating the first set of position coordinates
((x ′ , y′ )) to ((x ′′ , y′′ )).
∙ Similarly, adding Anchor 4’s range data (R4 ), adjusting its
range, and updating the second set of position coordinates
((x ′′ , y′′ )) to ((x ′′′ , y′′′ )).
A detailed description of each step of the algorithm is
given below.

3.1.1

Anchor 3
Distance d3'

Sorting the range of anchors

In the first step, we acquire the range data of all the anchors and
sort the range data in ascending order. From sorting, we can
find the anchors closest to the tag. The anchor closest to the tag
is denoted by R1 . The second closest anchor is denoted by R2
and so on.
In Algorithms 1 and 2, the range of the anchors is denoted
by R. R1 is the minimum range from the anchor to the tag. The
coordinates of this anchor are denoted as (x1 , y1 ). The second
anchor closest to the tag is denoted as R2 and its position coordinates are (x2 , y2 ). Next, we find the initial sets of position coordinates.

3.1.2
Calculating the initial sets of position
coordinates ((xa′ , ya′ ) and (xb′ , yb′ )) from R1 and R2
Using the range data of the two anchors closest to the tag (R1
and R2 ), the initial position coordinates are calculated as shown

Distance d2

Distance d1

Tag

Anchor 1

Anchor 2

FIGURE 2 Two sets of position coordinates obtained from the range data
of Anchor 1 and 2, R1 and R2 , respectively

in Figure 2. There are two possible points where the anchors’
range data intersect. We denote these two sets of position coordinates as (xa′ , ya′ ) and (xb′ , yb′ ).
In Figures 1(b) and 1(c), the two circles overlap and a point
in the middle of this overlap region is selected. This contrasts
with Figure 1(d), where circles do not intersect at any point and
as a result d12 (distance between the coordinates of Anchor 1
and Anchor 2) will be greater than the sum of the range of the
two anchors (R1 + R2 ). In this case, when we apply Algorithm
1, it will be the first ‘if condition’ (line 7 of Algorithm 1) that will
execute. From Algorithm 1, we attain two sets of position coordinates denoted by (xa′ , ya′ ) and (xb′ , yb′ ). In the following step, we
will select the actual set of position coordinates.

3.1.3
Selecting the first set of position
coordinates ((x ′ , y′ ))
From the two position coordinates ((xa′ , ya′ ) and (xb′ , yb′ )), we
need to find the actual set of position coordinates. We find the
distance between the two position coordinates and Anchor 3’s
coordinate (x3 , y3 ). The distance between (xa′ , ya′ ) and (x3 , y3 ) can
be denoted as d3a , while the distance between (xb′ , yb′ ) and (x3 , y3 )
can be denoted as d3b .
Between the two distances (d3a , d3b ), the one with the shorter
distance is selected. Figure 3 shows that the position coordinates (xa′ , ya′ ) are closer to Anchor 3, hence, they are selected.
The selected set of position coordinates are denoted by (x ′ , y′ ).
In Algorithm 2, d3a and d3b represents the distance from
Anchor 3 and the two sets of position coordinates calculated
in Algorithm 1, (xa′ , ya′ ) and (xb′ , yb′ ), respectively. d3a and d3b are
compared and between (xa′ , ya′ ), (xb′ , yb′ ) and the anchor coordinates (x3 , y3 ), the set of coordinates with the shorter distance
are assigned x ′ and y′ . In this manner, the first set of position
coordinates for the tag are calculated. In the next step, we add
the range of the third anchor R3 and update the position coordinates.
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Distance d3
Selected
Point

d3

Range Error due
to inaccuracy in
measuring TOA

Anchor 3
Distance d2

d2

d1

Distance d1
Tag

FIGURE 5 Range error results in the case of overlap of the range R3 and
coordinates of the tag (x, y)
FIGURE 3

Selection of first pair of position coordinates (x ′ , y′ )

d3

Distance d3

d3

Selected
Point
Range Error due
to inaccuracy in
measuring TOA

Anchor 3
d1

Distance d1

d2

Distance d1

Tag

FIGURE 4
not intersect

Due to error in range, R3 and coordinates of the tag (x, y) do

3.1.4
Adding range data of the Anchor 3 (R3 )
and updating position coordinates to (x ′′ , y′′ )
If there is no error in the range measurement, range R3 should
extend to point (x ′ , y′ ) and be equal to d3a . Unfortunately, this
is not the case. Due to positioning error, there could be two
possible cases, as shown in Figures 4 and 5. In Figure 4, there
is space between the position coordinates (x ′ , y′ ) and R3 . This
difference is due to the range error. An addition to the range R3
is made and the position of the coordinates (x ′ , y′ ) are slightly
shifted. After this shift, the new set of position coordinates of
the tag are (x ′′ , y′′ ).
Figure 5 shows a case similar to Figure 4, but, in this case
instead of a space between R3 and d3a , they overlap. Similar to
the previous case, ideally R3 and d3a should be equal but due to
error in the range, they overlap. We apply the same procedure
as we did in the previous case and in this case subtraction is
made in the Anchor 3’s range R3 . Following this, a new position
coordinate is calculated, denoted by (x ′′ , y′′ ).
In our case, as shown in Figure 6, R3 and d3a did not overlap,
similar to Figure 4. In this case, we add a fraction of the dif-

FIGURE 6 Selection of second pair of position coordinates (x ′′ , y′′ ) based
on the range data from three anchors

ference between R3 and d3a and our set of position coordinates
(x ′ , y′ ) changed to (x ′′ , y′′ ). In the next step, we add the range
of Anchor 4, R4 .
In Algorithm 2, the difference between R3 and R3′ is assigned
variable name di f f . The variable temp contains the range of the
Anchor coordinates (x3 , y3 ) and the first set of position coordinates (x ′ , y′ ). The variable ‘factor’ contains the ratio by which
the position coordinates (x ′ , y′ ) need to be changed. The product of temp and factor is deducted from the position coordinates
of Anchor 3 (x3 , y3 ) providing a new set of coordinates for the
tag, denoted by (x ′′ , y′′ ). The position coordinates calculated
earlier (x ′ , y′ ) are from the range data of Anchor 1 and 2 only
(R1 and R2 ) and this set of position coordinates ((x ′′ , y′′ )) also
includes the range of Anchor 3, R3 . Now we add the range of
the Anchor 4, R4 .

3.1.5
Determining the position coordinates of
the tag (x ′′′ , y′′′ ) by adding Anchor 4’s range data R4
We denote the difference between the point (x ′′ , y′′ ) and (x4 , y4 )
as d4′ . Comparing R4 and d4′ , it is either one of the two cases
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Distance d4

Selected
Point

Anchor 4

Distance d3

Anchor 3

Distance d2
Distance d1
Tag

Anchor 1
FIGURE 7
R4

Anchor 2

Position coordinates of tag (x, y) after adding Anchor 4 range

explained earlier. As shown in Figure 7, (R4 ) and d4′ overlap. As
explained earlier, in this case we reduce the range R4 and the set
of position coordinates shift from (x ′′ , y′′ ) to (x ′′′ , y′′′ ).
In Algorithm 2, the range of Anchor 4, R4 is added for computation. The procedure is again similar to the calculation of the
last position coordinates (x ′′ , y′′ ). Here, the range from (x ′′ , y′′ )
to (x4 , y4 ) is denoted by R4′ . Similarly, new values are assigned to
the variables di f f , factor, and temp. The new position coordinates are (x ′′′ , y′′′ ), which is denoted as (x, y), the final position
of the tag.
In the beginning, range data of Anchors 5 and 6 were also
added. However, in a later section of this paper, it is proven
that four anchors are optimal. Adding more anchors introduces error, where positioning accuracy decreases rather than
increases. Algorithm 2 is for the optimal number of anchors.

4
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP FOR
IMPLEMENTING THE POSITIONING
ALGORITHM UNDER DIFFERENT
CONDITIONS
The REM algorithm was initially analysed under static conditions, where the tag was placed on a tripod at a particular point
to record the specific position coordinates. Later experiments
were conducted under dynamic conditions where the tag was
in motion.

4.1

Positioning in static conditions

For the experiments, commercially available UWB Decawave
sensors were used. Both the tag and the anchors consist of UWB
transceivers. Figure 8 shows the layout of the field where experiments were conducted. Six anchors were placed 10 m apart. The

experiment field was 10 m along X-axis and 20 m along Y-axis,
covering a total area of 200 m2 .
For implementing positioning over a larger area more
anchors can be added. The above-mentioned algorithm can
work, even in the presence of additional anchors, as only four
anchors based on the shortest distance are selected.
This experiment was designed for static conditions so the tag
was placed on a point and then the range data of all anchors
were recorded. After calculating the set of position coordinates
from the range data, it was compared against the actual position
coordinates measured physically using a laser range finder. The
difference between the measured and actual position coordinates was calculated using the distance formula. More than 8000
readings were recorded at 70 different points. The tag received
positioning data from all six anchors. In ideal conditions, the circumference of all the circles around each anchor must intersect
with each other at the point where the tag is placed.
In this experiment, conditions were favourable for positioning. The total area covered was only 200 m2 . The tag was in
static conditions and anchors were only 10 m apart. In the next
section, an experiment was conducted under dynamic conditions.

4.2

Positioning in dynamic conditions

In this experiment, only four anchors were used, instead of six,
and the distance between them increased to 20 m. Four anchors
were placed at the four corners, covering a total area of 400 m2
as shown in Figure 9. The playing field for a player in tennis singles is 97.85 m2 and for doubles, it is 130 m2 . For positioning,
an area equivalent to three times the actual field size is considered. The reason for selecting these dimensions of the field and
number of anchors is that if anchors were placed closer to the
field or a large number of anchors were placed around the field,
it would have caused hindrance in the game.
For dynamic analysis, an area of 10 m × 10 m is selected, as
shown in Figure 9. The tag’s motion and position coordinates
were recorded at the perimeters of this area.
In Figure 9, it can be noted that the 10 m2 was not in the centre along the X-axis. The selected area was closer to one perimeter (2 m) along X-axis while at a larger distance (8 m) along the
other perimeter of the X-axis. The reason for this placement
is because the position of the tag is also crucial in positioning.
Authors in [54] have found that in UWB-based positioning systems there is a large error in positioning data along perimeters.
Using laser range finder, distance was calculated and several
markings were placed on the floor. A UWB tag was placed
on a trundle wheel and position coordinates of its movement
were recorded at each instance as it crosses a marking. A camera was also placed on the trundle wheel to record the movement precisely, as shown in Figure 10. Using Kinovea software,
the video was processed and the UWB’s position coordinates at
each instance were extracted from the video.
Trundle wheel records the travelled distance and a stopwatch
was used to keep track of the time. From distance and time,
speed can be calculated. The error in measurement of position
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FIGURE 8 Positioning experiment area. (a) Pozyx, anchors and tags used for positioning. (b) Tag (position coordinates need to be calculated). (c) Anchor
(known position coordinates)

FIGURE 9

Setup for the dynamic experiments of positioning

coordinates results in an error in measuring the distance and it
eventually results in calculating the incorrect speed of the athlete. Higher positioning accuracy is beneficial in measuring the
accurate distance and speed of the athlete. In the next section,
the accuracy of the REM algorithm is compared against two
widely used positioning systems.

5

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The REM algorithm is compared against trilateration and multilateration algorithm for static and dynamic positioning. The trilateration algorithm is the most commonly used algorithm for

FIGURE 10
ing

Trundle wheel used with camera and UWB tag for position-
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positioning. Besides trilateration, authors in [55] found multilateration algorithm to be more accurate for positioning. The
positioning accuracy of these two algorithms is used to evaluate
the REM algorithm.

5.1
Optimal number of anchors and
complexity of the algorithm
In this experiment, the tag received the range from all six
anchors. From the previous discussion, it can be established that
adding more anchors is beneficial for increasing the position
accuracy. But, up to what extent adding anchors will be beneficial in increasing the accuracy? It is also worth mentioning that
adding the measured range of an anchor with large error will
negatively impact the calculations as the range error accumulates
over time. Additional anchors also add cost and complexity to
the positioning system. It is essential to find how many anchors
will be most beneficial for positioning.
For the experiment, six anchors were used and their range
data was used for determining the optimal number of anchors.
Figure 11 shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF)
plot for the experiment. The random variable was the absolute position error, and consequently, the X-axis of the CDF
figure is the absolute position error and Y-axis is the cumulative
probability. The highest accuracy is observed with four anchors.
With three anchors having slightly less accuracy and other combinations are clearly less accurate. Hence, it is proved that it
is not always the case that adding more anchors is beneficial.
Positioning accuracy decreased with five anchors and it further
decreased by six anchors. This is due to the fact that anchors
away from the tag will add error in calculations. The optimal
number of anchors for the REM algorithm is four anchors.
If the distance between the anchors is increased or decreased
or the same algorithm is implemented in a larger area with more
anchors, it will impact the positioning accuracy but, the optimal
number of anchors will remain the same. After determining the
optimal number of anchors, now we will evaluate the position
accuracy in static and dynamic domains.
The computational complexity of the conventional positioning algorithm (trilateration) is O(N) which is known as linear
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FIGURE 12

Positioning with sic anchors, 10 m apart, in 200 m2 area

TABLE 1

Mean ± SD(m)

TE (m)

CV(%)

REM Algorithm

0.10 ± 0.06

0.042

0.06

Trilateration

0.155 ± 0.173

0.122

0.111

Multilateration

0.113 ± 0.062

0.044

0.055

Pozyx

0.125 ± 0.066

0.047

0.053

Algorithm

time. However, for the REM algorithm, we need to sort the
range of all anchors in order to determine the anchors closest
to the tag. Sorting is performed at every iteration. As the number of anchors increase, more sorting needs to be performed
at every iteration and hence complexity increases. In the REM
algorithm, we are using Quick Sort. It is one of the fastest algorithms for sorting and its complexity grows in logarithmic time,
O(n log n). Similarly, for adding the range of the additional
anchors, a for loop needs to be added. The for loop is denoted
by m. Hence, the overall complexity of the algorithm will be
O(m × n log n). But, as we have found that the optimal number
of anchors will be four, we can remove m. As a result, the overall complexity of the algorithm is limited to logarithmic time,
O(n log n).

5.2

Results in static conditions

Figure 12 and Table 1 show a comparison between the algorithms. The REM algorithm performed best and shows the
highest accuracy. Trilateration is the least accurate algorithm.
The trilateration algorithm only used three anchors for positioning. It can be noted from Table 1 that trilateration not only
has the highest mean error but, its standard deviation (SD)
is also very high. Less number of anchors for calculating the
position coordinates and large error in range data resulted in
high inaccuracy in the trilateration algorithm. Multilateration
and Pozyx algorithms performed better than the trilateration
algorithm. However, REM algorithm proved to be the most
accurate algorithm. These results show that adding the range
of additional anchors is beneficial for positioning. In this case,
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Dynamic analysis with four anchors

the tag was static but, in the next section the position accuracy
while the tag is in motion will be evaluated.

5.3

Results in dynamic conditions

Uniform movements in the dynamic domain are illustrated in
Figures 13 and 14 for six and four anchors, respectively. In Figure 13, six anchors were used and the REM algorithm’s accuracy is almost equivalent to the accuracy of the multilateration
algorithm. This is because of the presence of six anchors, unlike
trilateration, multilateration was able to select the anchors closer
to the tag. In the next case of four anchors (Figure 14), the REM
algorithm performed better than trilateration and more accurate
than multilateration. This time there were only four anchors,
multilateration algorithm is less accurate than the REM algorithm as observed in Figure 13. Figure 15 is a relevant experiment for sports. In sports, athletes’ movement is not uniform
and in various instances, they make rapid changes in direction
and speed. Their movement is also relatively faster than walking. The importance of sequentially minimising range error is
evident in Figure 15. Unlike Figures 13 and 14, in Figure 15
the difference between the accuracy of the REM algorithm is
higher than the other two algorithms. This behaviour is not
observed in the earlier two cases involving uniform movement.

From the above results (Figures 13, 14, and 15), it is evident
that positioning involving fast and abrupt movements is prone
to higher error and hence error minimisation is most crucial for
such cases. After attaining these encouraging results, in the next
section, the REM algorithm is compared against a commercially
available positioning solution that combines UWB positioning and inertial sensor’s data (accelerometer, gyroscope, magnetometer) for positioning.

6
IMPLEMENTING AND ANALYSING
THE ACCURACY OF THE PROPOSED
ALGORITHM IN TENNIS
Besides trilateration and multilateration, we have used a commercially available algorithm for the comparison. Rather than
limiting the comparison to theoretical algorithms, comparison
against a commercially available algorithm will be more useful. The Pozyx lab provides UWB-based positioning solution.
Their positioning system uses the same technique, TOA to calculate the position coordinates. Comparing with a commercial
algorithm will assist in understanding how well the REM algorithm will perform in a real-world scenario. The only limitation
of this algorithm is that due to Intelectual property (IP) there
is no access to the code or detailed explanation about the specific technique.
Authors in [56] compared three UWB-based positioning systems (Ubisense, BeSpoon, and Decawave) and found Decawave
to be the most accurate among them. Pozyx provides commercially available positioning solutions using Decawave’s UWB
sensors. Due to its high accuracy and popularity, the Pozyx positioning solution was selected as a benchmark against the proposed positioning solution.
As mentioned earlier, the main reason for higher positioning errors in sports is the rapid movements and abrupt change
of direction of athletes. To draw the comparison between the
two algorithms, they are analysed under movements involving
uniform motion and rapid change of direction. For the analysis,
Pozyx’s tracking algorithm is used. This algorithm not only uses
UWB positioning data but also adds the IMU data into it.
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occurs too often. In such scenarios, it is more beneficial to focus
on improving the accuracy of the positioning algorithm.
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Dynamic analysis with four and six anchors

CONCLUSION

This paper presented an algorithm to reduce the range error
in indoor positioning. The positioning accuracy of the indoor
positioning system is heavily influenced by the range error. The
proposed algorithm analyses the range error associated with
each anchor and sequentially reduces the error, which results
in higher positioning accuracy without any additional hardware.
The proposed algorithm is tested using a hardware test-bed
under challenging conditions required for athlete tracking and
compared against three different algorithms.
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UWB positioning data and IMU data are added in a technique
known as sensor fusion. The IMU sensors, although they have
a high refresh rate (in this case 100 Hz), the data produced by
them is very noisy. Based on the available positioning data, the
Kalman filter predicts the position for the next instance. It is
a useful technique and used in many applications for increasing the accuracy of positioning. However, implementing them
in sports for positioning has certain limitations. The athlete’s
movement is not uniform and abrupt change of direction occurs
as they move [57].
Figure 16 illustrates the positioning accuracy of the REM
algorithm against the Pozyx algorithm. The Pozyx algorithm is
also using IMU data for positioning. The two cases of four and
six anchors, as analysed earlier, are analysed in this experiment.
The REM algorithm performed more accurate in both cases,
whether four or six anchors are used. However, this movement
is uniform. In the next experiment, the movement will involve
a rapid change of direction.
Figure 17 is the most relevant experiment for applications
related to sports, specifically tennis. Here, the movement and
rapid change of directions are similar to sports. The REM algorithm is more accurate than the commercially used algorithm.
Inertial sensors may be useful in predicting the motion along a
uniform path, but their prediction accuracy decreases and noise
increases as the path is non-uniform and change of direction
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4.5

Concluding remarks

In this Chapter, a technique was presented to reduce the range error in UWB-based
positioning systems. The positioning accuracy of the indoor positioning system was
heavily influenced by the range error. The proposed solution analyzed the range er-ror
associated with each anchor and sequentially reduced the error, which resulted in higher
positioning accuracy without any additional hardware. The proposed algorithm was
tested using a hardware test-bed under challenging conditions required for athlete
tracking and compared against three different algorithms.
In Chapter 3 and 4, we presented mechanisms to improve positioning data accuracies.
Positioning data when combined with on-board sensor data can provide even more critical insights in athlete tracking. In the next Chapter, we present a technique of data fusion
that combines sensor and positioning data and provides significantly better out-comes for
athlete tracking.
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Chapter 5

Enhancing Athlete Tracking
Using Data Fusion in Wearable
Technologies
This chapter presents a data fusion technique that combines an athlete’s wearable sensor
data and estimated positioning data in order to reduce tracking divergence at sharp
change of directions. Among multiple state estimation methods, the PF algorithm is
known to be the most accurate algorithm for athlete tracking. At sharp CODs, however,
the PF algorithm shows significant divergence, an issue which we investigated in this
chapter.
The main contributions of this chapter are:
• Combining the positioning and inertial sensors data, a PF based sensor fusion
algorithm is presented that accurately tracks the movement of an athlete during
rapid CODs.
• Four data fusion algorithms were implemented on the wearable sensors’ data of
athletes and comparison among them have been presented.
• As the algorithm accurately detects the occurrence of the athlete’s COD, this data
prevents the PF algorithm from diverging at each COD. Unlike the conventional
PF algorithm that suffers divergence, the proposed algorithm increases the athlete
tracking accuracy up to five times.
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• The accuracy of the proposed algorithm is analyzed using real-world data gathered
from athletes with wearable technology units, running along a defined track that
involved multiple CODs.
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Enhancing Athlete Tracking Using Data Fusion in
Wearable Technologies
Adnan Waqar, Iftekhar Ahmad, Member, IEEE, Daryoush Habibi, Senior Member, IEEE, Nicolas Hart, and Quoc
Viet Phung, Member, IEEE

Abstract—In recent years, the use of wearable devices to
track athlete performance has increased sharply. Using on-board
sensors, wearable devices can provide critical information about
athlete’s performance and well-being. Athlete tracking is an
important functionality of wearable devices that relies on positioning data which also influences the accuracy of numerous other
attributes. However, accurate athlete tracking is a challenging
task owing to the non-linear nature of the problem and the presence of non-Gaussian noise. In the literature, researchers have
used the particle filter (PF) to improve athlete tracking accuracy.
While the PF algorithm in general work well they perform poorly
when athletes take sharp change of direction (COD), a common
and important movement in sport that is not currently captured.
In this paper, we introduce a sensor fusion technique to address
this challenge. Our proposed solution combines the positioning
data and inertial sensor data to accurately track an athlete’s
movements. We then analyze the accuracy using data collected
from a commercially used athlete tracking wearable device. We
have found the obtained results very promising and the proposed
solution performs up to five times better than a conventional PF
sensor fusion algorithm for positioning.
Index Terms—Wearable technology, Inertial measurement
unit, Wearable sensors, Particle filter, Athlete tracking

I. I NTRODUCTION
With the recent advances in wearable technologies, coaches,
strength and conditioning personnel, and sport scientists have
shown a great interest in adopting wearable technologies for
athlete tracking and performance analysis. International sports
governing bodies such as FIFA (International Federation of
Association Football) and ITF (International Tennis Federation) have already allowed the use of these devices in international matches in 2018 [1] and 2019 [2], respectively. Besides
providing an accurate measure of an athlete’s movements,
the wearable technology can be useful in preventing athlete
injury, or reduce athlete fatigue through workload management
[3]. Studies [4], [5] suggest that frequent sharp changes of
direction (COD) incidents may lead to neuromuscular and
musculoskeletal fatigue, which may affect mechanical loading
on lower body structures and lead to increased risk of injury
in the absence of suitable rest and recovery. Athlete tracking
can help in detecting and quantifying COD incidents and this
can be instrumental in preventing injuries in high performance
sports.
A. Waqar, I. Ahmad, D. Habibi and V. Phung are with the School
of Engineering, Edith Cowan University, WA 6027, Australia. N. Hart is
with the School of Medical and Health Sciences, Edith Cowan University,
WA 6027, Australia. (e-mail: adnanw@our.ecu.edu.au; i.ahmad@ecu.edu.au;
d.habibi@ecu.edu.au; n.hart@ecu.edu.au; q.phung@ecu.edu.au)

Positioning and tracking applications fall into two categories. The first category includes mobile robots and vehicles
[6], [7] while the second category includes humans [8], [9],
[10]. In moving robots/vehicles, control inputs (acceleration,
constant speed, change of direction, etc. ) are known hence,
they can be tracked more accurately than humans [11], who
are unable to provide information regarding motion.
Vehicles also have a rigid body which generates less noise
while humans have a flexible body which generates more noise
[12], [13]. So far, more research has been done for tracking
robots and vehicles [11]. However, with the growth in the
demand for location-based services for humans, this area is
now witnessing a rapid growth.
Wearable technology devices use a combination of position
sensor (Global Positioning System (GPS), Global Navigation
Satellite System (GNSS), Ultra-wideband (UWB), etc.) and
inertial sensors to track an athlete’s movement pattern and
speed. Many commercial products provide athlete speed and
position parameters using satellite based positioning system
[14]. However, GPS has a low update rate (up to 10 Hz) and
factors like satellite signal attenuation, the number of satellites
available and their position also affects the accuracy of the
positioning system [15]. An Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU)
which comprises of inertial sensors (accelerometer, gyroscope,
magnetometer) has a higher update rate (100 Hz), but the data
from these sensors is noisy and often drifts away [16], [17].
Athlete tracking is a non-linear system with non-Gaussian
noise. The Particle Filter (PF) [18], [19], [20] is the most
appropriate algorithm for similar applications. In the PF, points
are generated to get a representative sample of the problem. It
generates random samples called particles representing nonGaussian noise. Each particle represents a possible state of
the system. Higher the number of particles in the PF algorithm the more accurate the filter. Among the particles, those
who have the highest weights are selected. However, the PF
also have certain drawbacks which reduce the accuracy and
reliability of the PF. The PF suffers from sample impoverishment which occurs due to less number of particles or low
process/measurement noise [19], [20]. The PF also frequently
fails to accurately track an abrupt COD of an object/human
[11]. This phenomena often causes the PF algorithm to diverge
from its path and results in decreasing the reliability. In athlete
tracking, abrupt COD is frequent. Although the PF is widely
used for positioning, athlete tracking poses a challenging task
for the accuracy and reliability of the PF algorithm.
To address the above-mentioned challenge, in this paper, we
present a new sensor fusion technique where the COD data are
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calculated independently using IMUs. The COD data is then
fused in the PF algorithm. The main contributions of this paper
are:
• Combining the positioning and inertial sensor data, a PF
based sensor fusion algorithm is presented that accurately
tracks the movement of an athlete during rapid CODs.
• As the algorithm accurately detects the occurrence of
the athlete’s COD, this data prevents the PF algorithm
from divergence at each COD. Unlike the conventional PF
algorithm that suffers divergence, the proposed algorithm
increases the athlete tracking accuracy up to five times.
• The accuracy of the proposed algorithm is analyzed using
real-world data gathered from athlete’s with wearable
technology unit, running along a defined track that involves multiple CODs.
• For evaluating the reliability, the proposed algorithm
is compared against two PF algorithms. One of the
algorithm uses data fusion to combine both position and
IMU data while the second algorithm uses position data
only.
Section II is the literature review. Proposed algorithm and
results and discussion are Section III and IV, respectively.
Section V is the conclusion.
II. L ITERATURE R EVIEW
For monitoring the external training load of an athlete,
athlete tracking variables are used, and these variables can be
grouped into three levels [21]. Variables like distance covered,
velocity and acceleration, which can be obtained by most
tracking technologies, are grouped in level 1 and 2. Events
derived from inertial sensors are placed in the third level.
In wearable technology, inertial sensors have previously been
used to monitor physical activities in both clinical and general
populations [22], [23]. These sensors have also been used to
differentiate between physical activities like running, standing,
walking, or jumping with very good validity and reliability
by analysing the vector quantities of inertial sensors in threedimensions (3D) [23], [22]. In team-sports, inertial sensors
have been widely used to quantify a range of different athlete’s
movements including impacts, tackles, and jumps [24], [25].
Recently, inertial sensors are used to detect athlete‘s COD
movements [26]. In sport, athletes often require sharp CODs
(e.g., 90◦ , 135◦ , or 180◦ turns) for better performance, but
this also leads to an increase in knee joint loading and
higher knee abduction moments, resulting in a ‘performanceinjury conflict’ [27] [28]. Apart from using inertial sensors,
GPS/GNSS data can also be used for detecting CODs, but
inertial sensors are known to be more accurate and reliable
compared to GPS/GNSS-based systems [21], [25]. However,
GPS/GNSS-based systems can be useful in providing positioning data which, when combined with inertial sensor data can
be instrumental in providing critical information to mitigate
injury risk. Examples include the integration of positioning
data with accelerometer data to assess contact time and vertical
stiffness of a human body [29], the fusion of positioning data
with inertial sensor data to track lower body movements [30].
For detecting CODs, motion capture camera systems [31],
[32] can also be used, but their complexity, setup time and

costs are very high, and they require complex algorithms.
Vision-based systems also require a powerful computational
platform [33]. They also suffer from light conditions and
scalability problems [34].
The wearable technology enables coaches to measure an
athlete‘s CODs, and is emerging as a superior alternative to
camera-based athlete tracking system with many companies
already offering similar solutions [35], [1], [36]. These factors
make wearable sensors a preferred choice for coaches and
sports analysts. From tracking simple human movements to
very complex athlete tracking, wearable sensors can be used
for multiple applications.
Wearable inertial sensors can also be used for the pedestrian dead reckoning (PDR) and tracking [37], [38]. In PDR,
one’s present location and orientation are estimated based on
previous data. Self-contained PDR systems rely on inertial
sensors. These inertial sensor-based PDR systems do not use
any external source/reference. In contrast, GPS, ultra wide
band (UWB), wireless local area network (WLAN), Bluetooth
low energy (BLE) beacons and magnetic maps are dependent
systems and they require external sources/references. Apart
from GPS, all these tracking systems require additional hardware and/or fingerprinting. This increases the set-up time and
cost. Self-contained PDR systems require less overhead, but
due to the lack of any external reference, their errors start
to accumulate rapidly. To mitigate this sensor drift challenge,
additional mechanisms such as zero velocity updates(ZUPT)
[39], [40] [41] are often used. While pedestrian dead reckoning
is a relatively well studied area, existing PDR solutions in
the literature are designed for pedestrian motion tracking, and
hence, can not be directly used for athlete tracking [37], [38].
The accuracy of inertial sensors is influenced by their
placement on different parts of the human body. Authors
in [42] have reviewed various studies on sensor placement.
Their study reported that among head, waist, leg, upper torso,
and foot, sensors mounted on foot or upper torso provided
less errors compared to sensors placed on other body areas.
Authors in [43], further compared the performance of foot
and upper torso-mounted inertial sensors, and found sensors
placed on the upper torso to be more accurate in dynamic
situations. It was reported that the accuracy of the footmounted sensors was negatively affected by CODs [43]. The
other consideration is the health and safety of players as well
as their comfort/confidence since the chance of injuries caused
by IMUs [43] is less when placed on the upper torso compared
to the foot. This is because players land more frequently on
foot than the upper torso. Consequently, relevant studies and
commercial products [44], [45], [46] favours sensor placement
on the upper torso. The study in this work also uses IMUs
placed on the upper torso.
An IMU can provide data from multiple sensors, and the
fusion of data from these multiple sensors and/or positioning
data can provide critical insights in athlete monitoring. Several
sensor fusion algorithms have been proposed by researchers in
the literature [43], [47], [18], [48]. In data fusion, data from
multiple sensors are fused together using filters. Among these
filters, Complementary filter [49] and the Kalman filter [50],
[51] are the most popular filters. In the Complementary filter,
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the advantages of multiple different filters are added together.
For example, the vertical component of an accelerometer is 1g
and can be used to calculate the tilt. However, accelerometers
are effected by external accelerations which adds noise and
make accelerometer data noisy. The gyroscope is not affected
by this noise, but over a short period of time its tilt’s accuracy
drifts away. In a Complementary filter, accelerometer data
passes through a low-pass filter while gyroscope data passes
through a high-pass filter, and the Complementary filter fuses
the data to estimate the sensor’s orientation.
Besides Complementary filters, Kalman filters are renowned
for their usefulness in reducing positioning errors [11]. To
estimate human body orientation using wearable IMU sensors,
a Kalman filter algorithm is proposed by researchers in [52]. A
Kalman filter assumes the system to be linear. The state-space
model for positioning comprises of non-linear functions. For
this purpose, non-linear estimators such as Extended Kalman
Filter (EKF) or Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) are used [53].
EKF linearizes the non-linear function using a low order Taylor expansion. To represent the rate of change of a non-linear
function, a partial derivative is used. An unscented transform
is also proposed by authors in [54] and [55], known as UKF.
To track the nonlinear system, the UKF uses the sigma points
to approximate the non-Gaussian noise into Gaussian. Using
an IMU sensor, authors in [56] proposed a UKF algorithm to
estimate the displacement and orientation of a human. For any
highly non-linear system, the UKF performs better than the
EKF and the KF [57]. But, both the systems (EKF and UKF)
have certain drawbacks. They require information regarding
the initial position and noise, which is difficult to determine
in many cases [20], [19]. They also suffer from modelling
error [58].
For the nonlinear systems with non-Gaussain noise, a Monte
Carlo localization approach was proposed by authors in [59],
[60], [61], [62], [20]. Unlike the EKF and UKF, the PF does
not require knowledge of the initial position [11]. But, the PF
has certain drawbacks as well. They require high computation
time due to a large number of particles. Computation time can
be reduced using a small number of particles, but this often
results in localization failure due to a phenomenon called sample impoverishment. It occurs due to low process/measurement
noise using a small number of particles [53], [19]. Due to this,
the PF often fails in tracking abruptly moving targets. Sample
impoverishment cannot be completely avoided, however, different methods have been proposed to overcome this limitation
[63], [64]. Sequential importance resampling (SIR) algorithm
forms the basics of most sequential Monte Carlo methods [65].
Samples are assigned weights and the position is estimated
based on the samples and their respective weights, known
as bootstrap filtering [61]. In the next section, we propose
an algorithm propose that combines inertial sensor data and
positioning data for better athlete tracking. However, when
athletes take sharp turns, the existing sample impoverishment
algorithms often fail to converge rapidly. In the next section,
a PF algorithm is proposed where the COD data from inertial
sensors was fused to overcome the divergence caused by the
COD.

III. P ROPOSED A LGORITHM
Our proposed PF algorithm, combining COD detection from
IMU data and positioning data from GNSS, predicting the
position coordinates is presented below. Later a PF algorithm
with tilt-compensated magnetometer is presented and finally,
an algorithm that determines the heading angle using PF with
only the position data is presented.

A. Sensor Fusion Algorithm (PFCOD, Combining PF and
COD Detection Algorithm)
To estimate CODs in practical applications, we propose to
add triaxial IMU’s sensor data as its updated rate is 10 times
higher than positioning data and it does not add any significant
computational burden to the PF algorithm. Due to a higher
update rate, the COD detected from the IMU sensor can be
fused with the PF to increase the reliability of the algorithm.
The device that collects data from the athlete consists of a 10
Hz GNSS and 100 Hz IMU sensor. The data collected from the
inertial sensors are noisy and often suffers from drift. Another
factor that adds error in the IMU sensor is the placement of the
device. If the device is placed on a rigid body (like vehicle or
ship), sensor data suffers from less noise and drifts. However,
when the device is placed on a flexible body (human body) it
suffers from more noise and drifts [34], [66]. On the contrary,
GNSS has a low update rate but its data does not suffer from
drifts. In our proposed system, the benefits of the two systems
are combined to get positioning data.
1) Converting Global Reference System to Local Reference
System: The position data received from the GNSS needs to
be converted to a local reference system. The data is first
converted to earth-centred, earth-fixed (ECEF) and then to a
local reference system. Following are the steps required for
conversion.
First Geodetic coordinates are converted to ECEF using the
following equations.
X = (N (φ) + h)cosφcosλ

(1)

Y = (N (φ) + h)cosφsinλ
b2
Z = ( 2 N (φ) + h)sinφ
a

(2)
(3)

Here, φ = latitude, λ = longitude, and h = height.
N (φ) = p

a
1 − e2 sin2 φ

(4)
2

a is the equatorial radius, b is the polar radius, and e2 = 1− ab 2
To transform from ECEF to a local reference system,
we require local reference points. In the following equation
{Xr , Yr , Zr } are the coordinates of the reference point and
{Xp , Yp , Zp } are the position coordinates.
  
x
−sinλr
y  = −sinφr cosλr
z
cosφr cosλr

cosλr
−sinφr sinλr
cosφr sinλr



0
Xp − Xr
cosθr   Yp − Yr 
sinφr
Zp − Zr
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3-axis Accelerometer

3-axis Gyroscope

3-axis Magnetometer

Gaussian Filter

Edge Detection

Non-maximal
Suppression

Threshold hysteresis

Change of Angle
Categorization

Fig. 1: Method to extract the COD data of an athlete from the
IMU.

2) Prediction Model and Measurement Model: The statespace approach to model a system uses state vector, which
contains all the information about that particular system. For
positioning applications, the state-vector contains information
about the kinematic motion of the system.
To analyze a dynamic system, at least two models are
required. First, the prediction model defines how the state of
the system evolves with time. Second, the measurement model
which contains the measurement update. The aim is to estimate
the probability density function (PDF) at a time instance based
on a whole set of sensor measurements until that time instance.
For positioning application, an estimate is required each time
a sensor measurement is received.
Each iteration in the PF consists of three steps [67],
prediction, update, and resampling. For the prediction step,
the inertial sensor’s prediction model (also known as motion
model) is used to predict the next state. In the update step,
positioning data is used to adjust the weights of particles. If
the positioning data is not available, the measurement model
consisting of an athlete’s motion data is used. Then the set
containing the samples is resampled.
The prediction model for the system is (5) and measurement
model is (6).
x0t = f (x0t−1 , wt )
(5)
zt0 = h(x0t , vt )

(6)

Here, x0t is the present state of the system and x0t−1 is
the previous state of the system. f denotes the transition
function and h denotes the measurement function and wt and
vt represents the discrete white noise in the system.
The prediction model gets the COD data from the IMU,
while the measurement model is provided with the GNSS
positioning data. The IMU data is noisy and the PF algorithm
requires precise COD data. Presented below are the steps that
filters COD data precisely from the raw sensor data.

3) COD Detection from Inertial Sensor’s Data: The initial
input to this algorithm is provided from the triaxial accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetometer, Fig. 1 shows the steps.
From the IMU data, the heading (yaw) angle of an athlete’s
movement is determined which is the COD at that instance. To
precisely detect the COD, the resolution of the input angle is
important. However, often the boundaries between two yaw
samples are not clear. One solution is to skip a few yaw
samples and then compare their values [17]. A 2D Gaussian
filter was used to remove noise. Gaussian filter is widely used
as a smoothing filter and it is also used for edge and line
detection [68]. Using a Gaussian kernel the noise was removed
from the signal and it was ensured that there are no false edges
in the signal. The sigma, standard deviation of the Gaussian
function, that was used to control the amount of smoothing in
the signal had a small value and it was chosen carefully that,
it only removes the noise in the data and not removing the
COD edges.
As the yaw angle is susceptible to noise, using Gaussian
and carefully choosing the sigma we removed the noise.
For the non-maximum suppression, we require local maxima
(maximum change in gradient). From the intensity gradient
of the yaw angle in both horizontal and vertical direction, we
can find the gradient magnitude and direction [69], [70]. The
magnitude of the gradient is the maximum rate of change at the
point. For example, in hiking the gradient points directly up the
steepest part of the slope. For considering only one direction,
the rate of change can be used. In our case, each direction
will provide a different rate of change. The magnitude of the
gradient is the largest of these rates of change. The rate of
change of y with respect to x (dy/dx) is the first derivative of a
signal and it is also the slope of the tangent to the signal at each
point. The x-interval between adjacent points is equivalent to
the sampling rate.
The next step was a non-maximal suppression step where a
complete analysis of COD was performed to identify the local
maxima (maximum change in gradient) while the remaining
samples were suppressed to zero. Edge detection is a common
task in signal processing. Values of certain positions are
compared with the values around it to determine if they are
the highest or lowest values in their respective regions. In this
manner, all the edge values were obtained and values around
it were suppressed to zero. In this step, any unwanted samples
which may not constitute to the desired edge were removed
and the left and right COD movement of an athlete was also
detected.
The next step includes hysteresis thresholding and extracting
the edges. Sports scientists are interested in detecting major
CODs that impact athlete and not the minor change in CODs.
All edges detected in the last step were analyzed against a set
of a predetermined threshold values. Only the edges beyond
the defined threshold values were considered. These edges
correspond to the major CODs.
In the next step multilevel piecewise thresholding algorithm
was used to calculate a precise COD angle. A piece-wise
relationship exists between the COD edge and COD angle.
CODs exist in group intervals and based on their magnitude
and their respective linear relationship, they are quantified.
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Initialize
Particles
Accelerometer
Data

Sample
Particles

Magnetometer
Data

Inertial Sensor
Data (IMU)

PF Predict

Positioning Data

PF Update

YES

No

Gyroscope
Data

GNSS

Correct State using
Measurement
State
Estimation

Fig. 2: System model representing the flow of data between the sensors (inertial sensor and position sensor) and the PF
algorithm. The state estimation of the PF will be {Xt0i , wti }N
i=1 .
4) Initializing the PF: Presented in Fig. 2, is the block
diagram that shows the flow of data. The sensor data along
with the COD data was provided to the PF algorithm.
5) Sample and Predict : The predict step uses the prediction
model to update the belief in the system. It comprises of sampling particles (obtained from the previous state) and based on
the prediction model predicts the current state of the system.
Here each particle represents a possible position of the athlete.
Particles with higher weight have a greater chance of selection.
Due to this, they are also known as survival of the fittest [71] .
0
0
Let X0:t
={Xj0 , j = 0, ..., t} and Z0:t
={Zj0 , j = 0, ..., t} denote
0i
cumulative state and measurement upto time t. Let {X0:t
, wti
} represents a set of weighted particles with posterior pdf
0
0i
p(X0:t
|Z01:t ). Here,{X0:t
, i = 0, ...., N } represents a set of
support points and {wti , i = 1, ..., N } represents associated
weights.
P i Weight of the particles should be neutralized as
i wt = 1. The posterior density at t can be represented as
0
0
p(X0:t
| Z1:t
)≈

N
X

0
0i
wti δ(X0:t
− X0:t
)

the principle of importance sampling. In importance sampling
the candidate distribution q(x0 ) is chosen in a way that it is
easy to draw samples (x0i ∼ q(x0 ), i = 1, ..., N ) from q(x0 ).
The normalized weight of the ith particle can be written as
wi ∝

π(x0i )
q(x0i )

(8)

0i
0
0
To draw samples X0:t
from q(X0:t
| Z1:t
), weights in (7)
can be written as

wti ∝

0i
0
p(X0:t
| Z1:t
)
0i
0
q(X0:t | Z1:t )

(9)

If at time t−1 we have samples constituting an approximation
0
0
p(X0:t
| Z1:t
) , then as the new measurement is received at
0i
0
time t we want to approximate p(X0:t
| Z1:t
) with a new
sample set. If we chose to factorize importance density such
that

(7)

i=1

It is a discrete weighted approximation of the true posterior
0
0
p(X0:t
| Z1:t
) and δ(.) is the Dirac function [62], [20].
The posterior distribution π(x0 ) of Bayesian methods is analytically intractable. The PF provides the solution by considering a large set of samples drawn from this distribution
for obtaining a numerical approximation. To draw samples
directly from an arbitrary probability function is not possible.
Several sampling techniques exist that generate samples from
arbitrary distribution [72]. Here, the weights are selected on

0
0
0
0
0
0
q(X0:t
| Z1:t
) = q(Xt0 | X0:t−1
, Z1:t
)q(X0:t−1
| Z1:t−1
)
(10)
0
0
0i
v q(X0:t
| Z1:t
) are obtained by
now the samples X0:t
0i
0
0
augmenting the existing samples X0:t−1 v q(X0:t−1
| Z1:t−1
)
0i
0
0
0
and the new state Xt v q(Xt , | X0:t−1 , Z1:t ). The distribu0
0
tion p(X0:t
| Z1:t
) can be expressed in terms of the prior
distribution and data likelihood as [20], [62].

0
0
p(X0:t
| Z1:t
)=

0
0
0
0
p(Zt0 | X0:t
, Z1:t−1
)p(X0:t
| Z1:t−1
)
(11)
0
0
p(Zt | Z1:t−1 )
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For application in athlete tracking, we are only interested in
0
p(Xt0 | Z1:t
) at each time step. Hence, weight update equation
is

Initialize

i
wti ∝ wt−1

Draw Samples

0i
p(Zt0 | Xt0i )p(Xt0i | Xt−1
)
0i
0i
0
q(Xt | Xt−1 , Zt )

the posterior density can be expressed as

Yes

0
i
0
0i
p(Xt0 | Z1:t
) ≈ ΣN
i=1 wt δ(Xt − Xt )

Prediction Model

(17)

(18)

7) Resampling and State Estimation: The particles along
with recursive propagation of weights and reception of sequential measurements are referred to as sequential importance
sampling (SIS) [61], [65], [62]. However, there is one major
limitation of SIS PF which is the degeneracy problem. With
the importance density in the form (10), the variance increases
over time up to a point that all but one particle have negligible
normalized weights. A suitable measure for the degeneracy
problem is the effective sample size Nef f .

No

Update Weights

Calculate Degeneracy

Nef f =

1
i 2
ΣN
i=1 (wt )

(19)

Here, wti is the normalized weight obtained using (16). Nef f
lies in the interval 1 ≤Nef f ≤Nthr .
One of the critical steps of the PF algorithm is resampling.
State Estimate
Resampling is performed when the particles are below a
certain threshold value, Nthr defined in [65], [62], [20].
Resampling eliminates particles with low importance weights
Fig. 3: Sequence of steps of the PF algorithm.
and concentrates on particles having high importance weights.
A new set of particles having uniform weights {x0i
t , 1/N }
i
,
w
are mapped from the set of weighted particles {x0i
t }. Ret
0i N
sampling involves generating new set {xt }i=1 by resampling
0
0
0
0
0
0
, Z1:t−1
)p(X0:t−1
| Z1:t−1
)
, Z1:t−1
)p(Xt0 | X0:t−1
p(Zt0 | X0:t
and replacement of N times from an approximate discrete
=
0
0
)
p(Zt0 | Z1:t−1
representation of p(Xt0 | Z1:t
) given by
(12)

=

p(Zt0

0
)
| Xt0 )p(Xt0 | Xt−1
0
p(X0:t−1
0
0
p(Zt | Z1:t−1 )

0
i
0
0i
p(Xt0 | Z1:t
) ≈ ΣN
i=1 wt δ(Xt − Xt )

|

0
Z1:t−1
)

0
0
0
∝ p(Zt0 | Xt0 )p(Xt0 | Xt−1
)p(X0:t−1
| Z1:t−1
)

(13)
(14)

6) PF Update: Now based on the measurement data (GNSS
in our case) we will update our system. In the update step
(also known as correction step) each particle consists of a
position and weight and its weight is an estimation of how
well this particle matches the measurement. We normalize
the weights of the particles, making them into a probability
distribution. Particles closer to the measured position of the
athlete will have a higher weight. Weighting particles in this
manner creates a good sample of the probability distribution
of the overall system. The weight update equation is obtained
by substituting (10) and (14) in (9) as
0i
0i
0
p(Zt0 | Xt0i )p(Xt0i | Xt−1
)p(X0:t−1
| Z1:t−1
)
wti ∝
0i
0i
0
0i
0
q(Xt | X0:t−1 , Zt )q(X0:t−1 | Z1:t−1 )
i
= wt−1

0i
p(Zt0 | Xt0i )p(Xt0i | Xt−1
)
0i
0i
0
q(Xt | X0:t−1 , Z1:t )

(15)

(16)

Xt0j }

(20)

wtj .

=
Resampling step is only
so that P {Xt0i =
performed when the particles are below the threshold value
Nthr . Fig. 3, shows the above equations in the sequence of
their execution. At state estimate there is a set of particles with
different weights. We compute the mean estimate of the sum
of the weighted values of the particles.
In this study, we are using COD detection to minimize/eliminate an important drawback associated with using
the PF algorithm. As IMU has a high update rate, it is
robust in detecting the COD without adding more computation
burden on the PF algorithm. In the next section (Results
and Discussion), for comparison, this proposed algorithm is
referred as ”PFCOD” .
B. Tilt Compensated Magnetometer Algorithm (TCM)
To compare the proposed algorithm, we are using another algorithm that computes the athlete’s heading angle using IMU.
This heading data is used with the same PF algorithm. Using
an IMU, the heading angle of an athlete can be determined.
Triaxial inertial sensors are combined to measure the athlete’s
heading angle [73]. The magnetometer measures the strength
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and direction of the magnetic field along the axis. Heading
angle is calculated by analysing the strength of the magnetic
field [74]. If there is no external disturbance, the magnetometer
always points towards magnetic north. In this manner, the
“horizontal” component can be determined. The magnetometer
measures the absolute heading angle along the axis and it has
high repeatability in its results. However, magnetometer suffers
from external disturbances like ferromagnetic materials.
Accelerometers measure both gravity and linear acceleration.
The “vertical” component of acceleration on any stationary
object is 1g (9.8m/s2 ), which can be used to compute the
tilt. Unlike magnetometers, accelerometers do not suffer from
external disturbances. They neither suffer from drift with time.
Combining the accelerometer and magnetometer, obtaining
vertical and horizontal components respectively, we can find
the heading angle of an athlete [74], [75]. Mentioned below is
the procedure to calculate the tilt-compensated magnetometer
reading. [75], [76], [73].

= arctan(

hz sinφ − hy cosφ
)
hx cosθ + hy sinθsinφ + hz sinθcosφ
ψmag = arctan(

−By
)
Bx

(30)
(31)

hz sinφ − hy cosφ
)
hx cosθ + hy sinθsinφ + hz sinθcosφ
(32)
In this manner, the heading (yaw) angle can be calculated.
In later Sections, the tilt compensated magnetometer algorithm
is referred as the ”TCM” algorithm.
ψmag = arctan(

C. PF Data For Positioning (PFonly)
The previous algorithm used for comparison was using
position and IMU data. Here we calculated the COD from
the PF using only the position data [20], [62]. As the inertial
sensors are noisy and the two algorithms presented earlier
have attempted to remove the noise from the IMU data, this
algorithm only uses positioning data, which does not suffer
   

Gx
cosθ
0
−sinθ
0
drift overtime.
sinθsinφ cosφ sinφcosθ Gy  = 0
(21) In the position-based approach we use position along the xsinθcosφ −sinθ cosφcosθ
Gz
g
axis and position along the y-axis to identify a change in the
In equation (21) x, y, and z component defines the roll, direction. As the athlete moves from one position to another,
pitch, and yaw, respectively. Similarly, φ, θ and ψ are the two start and end points are enough for calculating its posirotation angles along x, y, and z axes. Gx , Gy , and Gz are tion vector. The position-based algorithm takes two position
vectors, u and v, when there is a change in endpoints, and if
the accelerometer readings along each axis.
the angle between u and v is greater or equal to the defined
Gx cosθ − Gz sinθ = 0
(22) threshold then there is evidence of a turn. Alternatively, two
slopes, m1 and m2 , are used to describe how much of a change
h i
in direction is there between one position vector and the other
x
(23) position vector. Instead of calculating the angle between u and
tan(θ) = G
Gz
v, we can determine if there is a shift between quadrants in
the coordinate system. Each quadrant is separated by 90◦ , so
Gx sinθsinφ + Gy cosφ + Gz sinφcosθ = 0
(24)
if m1 and m2 define two adjacent quadrants, then a turn has
occurred.
B = Rx (φ)Ry (θ)Rz (ψ)
(25) The purpose of analysing m1 and m2 is to determine if they
occur in adjacent quadrants. There are four cases between m1
Here, B is the magnetometer reading and R is the rotation and m2 when it comes to determining quadrants:
matrix.
• m1 and m2 are both positive.
• m1 and m2 are both negative.

 


Bcosδ
cosψ sinψ 0
Bcosδ
• m1 is positive and m2 is negative,
Rz (ψ)  0  = −sinψ cosψ 0  0  (26)
• m1 is negative and m2 is positive.
Bsinδ
0
0
1
Bsinδ
A start of a turn means that change = 0, since a difference
has not yet been detected, and an end of a turn means that
−By
Bz sinφ − By cosφ
tan(ψ) = (
)=(
) change = 1 since the program has already detected a difference
Bx
Bx cosθ + By sinθsinφ + Bz sinθcosφ in geographical location and this could mean the end of a turn.
(27) As in this algorithm PF predicts the position from only the
With θ and φ known from the accelerometer, the magne- position data (no inertial sensor data is added), in the next
tometer reading can be de-rotated to the correct orientation sections we will refer it as ”PFonly”.
using :


IV. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
cosθcosφ
cosψsinθsinφ
sinφsinψ+cosψsinθcosφ
b
cosθsinψ
cosφcosψ+sinφsinθsinψ
cosφsinθsinψ−sinφcosψ
Cn =
In this section, we will evaluate the accuracy of the pro−sinθ
sinφcosθ
cosφcosθ
(28) posed algorithm. In the subsection below, simulation results
demonstrating the impact of determining the correct COD on
Combining equation (21) and (28), we get:
the PF algorithm is presented. In the next subsection, the proposed algorithm is analyzed under real-world conditions which
−By
ψmag = arctan(
)
(29) involve more noise and multiple CODs occurring together.
Bx
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Fig. 4: Shows the impact of different CODs on the PF algorithm. Sharp CODs caused the PF to suffer divergence at each
COD. However, adding the COD data reduced divergence.

A. Simulation Results
To investigate the limitations of the PF, initially we implemented the PF algorithm on simulation data and later in the
following subsection, we used real-world athlete’s data. We
include four representative scenarios involving different levels
of CODs.
Fig. 4 shows four cases of COD. Fig. 4a shows multiple
cases of 45◦ CODs. Similarly, Fig. 4b, Fig. 4c and Fig. 4d
shows CODs for 90◦ , 135◦ and 180◦ respectively. In all the
cases of Fig 4, ”Real trajectory” (represented in blue) is the
actual path. ”Position only” (represented in orange) is only the
position data from the PF algorithm, without any COD data.
”Position + COD” (represented in yellow) is the case in which
the PF algorithm is provided with both the position and COD
data. Athlete’s COD is the extent to which an athlete changes
his/her running path. As shown in Fig. 5, 0◦ is equivalent to
0 COD (no change in the running path). 45◦ is a relatively
less sharp COD than 90◦ . While 135◦ is a very sharp COD
and 180◦ is a complete turn. The higher the COD, the higher
force will be exerted by the athlete.
As shown in Fig. 4, in each case as a COD occurs the PF
algorithm’s error increases sharply (Position Only) and after
some iterations, the PF resumes following the real trajectory.

It can be noted that as the COD gets sharper (i.e. turning at
higher angles), the PF error increases more. Similar behaviour
of the PF algorithm displaying divergence from the real
trajectory has been reported by the Authors in [11].
Fig. 4a shows athlete’s movements along 45◦ CODs. It
is evident that the PF algorithm with the addition of COD
data (Position + COD), performed better, unlike the Position
only, which suffered divergence at every COD. Fig. 4b shows
athlete movements with CODs occurring at 90◦ . Many authors
[11], [43] used this 90◦ trajectory for analysis. Similar to
the previous case, the PF algorithm with only position data
(Position Only) diverges at each 90◦ COD. However, when
the COD was added to the data (Position + COD) it did not
diverge much and remained close to the actual trajectory.
Fig. 4c presents a case of an athlete’s movement along
135◦ COD. The PF (Position Only) diverged at every COD
and the PF with the appropriate COD data (Position + COD)
performed far better. In Fig. 4d, the behaviour is similar to
the past three cases. However, in this case, the PF with only
position data (Position Only) suffered maximum divergence.
From Fig. 4d it is evident that with COD data added to the
PF is far more accurate.
Fig. 4 establishes the hypothesis that accurate COD data,
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Fig. 5: Measurement of each COD angle as the athlete moves
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when fused with the PF algorithm, can reduce positioning
errors even when an athlete takes sharp turns. The above
investigation was done along reference tracks with known
COD data. However, for practical applications, there will
be no reference mobility pattern, and COD data needs to
be calculated in real time. In the following subsections, we
present the proposed algorithm and then the two algorithms
used for comparison.
B. Real-World Experiment
The real-world data used in this analysis was collected from
our earlier study [26]. The track on which athletes’ were
running comprised of four COD angles (45◦ , 90◦ , 135◦ , 180◦ )
with movements in left and right directions. For comparison,
we analyzed the accuracy of the three algorithms for each
COD separately. Later, we added all the CODs and analyzed
the overall accuracy for the entire track.
1) Experimental Setup: For the experiments, athletes were
fitted with a microtechnology wearable device (OptimEye
S5; Catapult Innovations, Melbourne Australia). This device
consists of a GNSS and IMU sensor and was placed at the
back of the participants between shoulder blades. This study
considered different CODs ranging from 45◦ to 180◦ in angle,
and the trials were conducted on an outdoor field with athlete’s
running and completing all CODs altogether. This was done
to ensure that conditions similar to a real training session or
game can be replicated. For data collection (inertial sensor and
positioning data) we used a commercially available wearable
microtechnology unit, named Optimeye, S5 [46] from Catapult
Innovations.
According to a review study [77], 2,970 sport teams across the
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Fig. 7: Athlete running along the track with 90◦ CODs.

world use one of the variants of this device manufactured by
Catapult. They all comprise of 3D inertial sensors (accelerometer, gyroscope, magnetometer) and position sensor, to be
placed on the upper torso. Many other commercially available
athlete tracking devices offer the same combination of sensors
with similar placement. Hence, the proposed algorithm can be
easily adopted without any hardware/technology constraints.
For the ground truth, a drone (DJI Mavic Pro, DJI, Shenzhen
China) was positioned at 15 m above the running track. The
drone consisted of a high definition (HD) camera that recorded
the entire session. Video analysis of the trials was performed
using Kinovea software (Kinovea 0.8.15). To precisely measure the ground truth, a reflective marker was fixed on the
exterior of the athlete’s vest, where the microtechnology device
was housed. In our experiments, there could be two potential
sources of error. First, the remotely operated drone might
have suffered minor deviations due to wind. However, during
video analysis, trials in which any deviation was detected
were removed. Second, GPS required availability of multiple
satellites with good signal reception, and there might be slight
variation in the GPS positioning data.
2) Analysis along each COD: For comparison, we analyzed the accuracy of the three algorithms for each COD
separately. Later, we added all the CODs and analyzed the
overall accuracy for the entire track.
Fig. 6 shows an athlete’s movement at 45◦ COD. This
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Fig. 8: Athlete running along the track with 135◦ CODs.
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Fig. 9: Athlete running along the track with 180◦ CODs.
45

scenario also elaborates how severe could be the divergence
when using the PF for positioning. Here the TCM algorithm
was not able to track the movement and completely deviated
from the path and was not able to converge back to the
actual path. PFonly algorithm suffered minor divergences at
few CODs (shown here with red circles). The best results
were obtained from the proposed PFCOD algorithm where
the divergence is almost negligible. In the beginning, it took a
few instances for the PFCOD algorithm to converge, but later
it maintained its convergence. For the TCM algorithm, this
detection of minor angles added noise and the TCM algorithm
was never able to converge back. This scenario emphasizes the
need to remove noise from the sensors data as the noise can
cause the PF to diverge and adding more error rather than
reducing it.
Fig. 7 shows the scenario with 90◦ CODs. To evaluate the
positioning accuracy of the PF, most authors [11], [43] only
used this trajectory. The PFonly algorithm diverged sharply
from the real trajectory (red circle). Although at later instances
it detected the 90◦ COD (represented with green circles),
due to the initial divergence, it remained far away from the
actual path, adding large error and affecting the accuracy and
reliability of the PF. Almost towards the end, it was able to
converge back on the actual path. The TCM algorithm after
every 90◦ COD took some instances to converge back to the
real trajectory (black circles). Due to noise, some divergences
around the real trajectory were present. In this scenario, the
proposed PFCOD algorithm remained the closest to the real
trajectory. It also suffered minor divergences due to noisy data
but, mostly remained on track.
In Fig. 8, 135◦ COD is observed. Similar to the previous
case PFonly algorithm was the least accurate. However, in
this case, position data did not diverge sharply but, minor divergences along the trajectory were present. Similar behaviour
was observed with the TCM algorithm. The proposed PFCOD
algorithm again tracked the movement with more accuracy. As
135◦ is a sharp angle and completely alters the path, it was
possible to differentiate this angle even in the presence of noise
and hence no algorithm suffered major divergence here.
Fig. 9 shows the PFCOD algorithm for 180◦ COD. Here the
algorithm suffered major divergence and did not converge to
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Fig. 10: Athlete’s COD detection, complete track.

the actual track for long. Accuracy and reliability of the PFonly
algorithm were poor. TCM algorithm also suffered divergence
at multiple instances. Unlike the other two algorithms, the proposed PFCOD algorithm did not suffer any major divergence
from the track. Although there is minor divergence due to
noise, this algorithm has been successful in maintaining the
track of actual movement and recognizing each COD as it
occurs.
3) Analysis along the complete track combining all CODs:
Presented above are the individual cases where each COD
is evaluated separately. The PF algorithm is recursive and
to evaluate the impact, it is important to analyze the overall
accuracy which includes multiple CODs. There is a large noise
associated with the athlete’s movement and it is important to
analyze how much deviation in the PF algorithm occurs due
to the noise.
From Fig. 10, it can be observed that the proposed PFCOD
algorithm was able to track the athlete’s movement very
accurately along all the CODs. The accuracy of the proposed
PFCOD algorithm is highest at 0.33 ± 0.577 m, followed by
the TCM algorithm 1.64 ± 3.2 m and the PFonly algorithm
is the least accurate algorithm with an accuracy of 1.7 ± 3.78
m. The proposed algorithm performed almost five times better
than the other algorithms. Table. I shows the complete details
for each COD. The proposed PFCOD algorithm performed far
better than the other two algorithms. In the proposed PFCOD
algorithm, the PF with the ability to detect COD, the direction
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Fig. 11: Comparison of the proposed algorithm against the
existing sensor-fusion algorithms
of movement (left or right), and suppress noise resulted in
higher accuracy.
TABLE I: Positioning accuracy of each algorithm at different
CODs.
Algorithm
COD 45◦
COD 90◦
COD 135◦
COD 180◦
Full track

PFonly (m)
0.29 ±0.21
7.95 ±7.93
0.85 ±0.49
2.78 ±3.65
1.69 ±3.78

TCM (m)
24.26 ±17.31
0.52 ±0.29
0.65 ±0.33
0.84 ±0.50
1.64 ±3.2

Proposed Solution PFCOD (m)
0.22 ±0.32
0.18 ±0.11
0.52 ±0.41
0.15 ±0.08
0.33 ±0.57

It can be observed here that there is some change in the
tracking of TCM algorithm along the 45◦ path. Unlike Fig. 6
where the TCM algorithm diverged from the path and never
converged, here it suffered major divergence but, continued
along the path and later it converged back to the actual path.
Similarly, as observed earlier in Fig. 9, TCM suffered some
considerable divergence along the 180◦ COD and converged
back. Based on these observations it can be stated that whether
evaluated separately or in combination, the overall behaviour
remains similar.
For Fig. 10, 5000 particles were used for all algorithms. It can
be noted that in each case the standard deviation is greater than
the mean absolute error. This shows the impact of divergence
caused by the PF algorithm however, the divergence has been
curtailed within the limits and higher accuracy is achieved.
4) Comparing the proposed PFCOD algorithm against the
existing algorithms: As mentioned in Section II, in the literature the Complementary filter and Kalman filter are used for
athlete tracking. To analyze the accuracy of our proposed algorithm against existing algorithms, we have considered three
algorithms. Magnetic angular rate and gravity (MARG) algorithm [50] that combines data from three inertial sensors (accelerometer, gyroscope, magnetometer). Kalman filter-based
sensor fusion algorithm that combines accelerometer and gyroscope [51] and a Complementary filter-based algorithm [49].
Fig. 11 shows the comparison between the proposed algorithm
and the other three algorithms. It is evident, that the proposed
PF algorithm performs better than the other algorithms. After
the PF algorithm, the second lowest error is 0.59 m, from
the MARG algorithm that fuses data from all three inertial
sensors (accelerometer, gyroscope and magnetometer) [51].

The Complementary filter has an accuracy of 0.68 m [49].
Kalman filter has an accuracy of 0.69 m. As mentioned above,
the accuracy of the proposed algorithm is 0.33 m, which makes
it two times more accurate.
From Fig. 11, it is also evident that similar to our earlier
results, different CODs also have varying impacts. Every
algorithm was able to detect 135 ◦ COD. This is due to the fact
that both orientation as well as angular velocity experienced a
sharp change at 135◦ turn. However, this is not the case with
the 45 ◦ COD. In Fig. 11, there is great divergence at the 45
◦
COD. For 180 ◦ COD, humans take more than one instance
to complete the turn which adds noise and hence there are
some errors. 90 ◦ COD, is a sharp turn (not as sharp as 135◦
COD but, sharper than 45◦ COD), and hence it experienced
less error in tracking.
The study was conducted in a controlled environment and
thus the future study will focus on evaluating the accuracy
of the algorithm in reactive and unpredictable environment.
In future study we will include different age groups and both
genders. The study was ethically approved by the Edith Cowan
University’s Institutional Ethics Review Board. .
V. C ONCLUSION
Athlete tracking is a challenging task in human positioning
and tracking. As presented in the paper, existing tracking
algorithms diverge at every sharp COD and reduce tracking
accuracies. We addressed this problem by introducing a data
fusion approach. The proposed approach combines position
and inertial sensor data and then provides precise COD information to the PF algorithm, which then results in a drastic
increase in the tracking accuracy. We validated our proposed
approach using real-world data collected from athletes fitted
with a microtechnology device at their back and running along
a track with multiple CODs. Our proposed solution results in
a five times higher accuracy compared to existing solutions.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion
Technologies have revolutionized the sport industry in many ways, and it is no surprise
that sport scientists and coaches are increasingly relying on technologies to improve
athlete performance and prevent injuries. EPTSs are the wearable versions of sport
technologies. EPTSs being wearable, can provide vital measurement data which can
potentially help to prevent injuries and identify areas for improvement for an athlete.
Although not a direct competitor of video-based technologies, EPTSs can provide a less
complex and significantly cheaper solution to athlete monitoring.
Existing EPTSs suffer from a number of well-known problems. One of them is their inability to provide accurate positioning data. Traditional positioning systems are designed
for fast-moving rigid bodies (e.g., vehicles) where inaccuracies in meters are acceptable.
For tracking flexible human bodies, traditional positioning systems are not accurate
enough. The problem is more critical in indoor environments where the satellite signals
are not reliable. To fill this gap, UWB-based positioning systems have enjoyed increasing
attention in recent years. However, their performance in a real-world setting needed to
be investigated.
This thesis first presented an in-depth performance analysis of the GNSS and UWBbased positioning systems at various real-world settings. Relevant hardware and algorithms were developed to implement the positioning systems and wherever possible,
solutions were introduced to overcome the shortcomings. The thesis then proceeded to
introduce several techniques that enhanced the positioning and tracking capability of
EPTSs.
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6.1

Contributions of the thesis

The main contributions of this thesis are as follows.

• Chapter 3 investigated the performance of the GNSS and the UWB-based positioning system for EPTS. The research methodology, developed hardware, and
the hardware set-up used for measuring the performance of the GNSS and the
UWB- based systems were presented. Findings included quantitative analysis of
positioning accuracy achieved by the GNSS and UWB-based systems for a representative sport (i.e. tennis). The UWB-based positioning system was found
to be 19 to 35 times more accurate than the satellite based positioning system
for 3D and 2D positioning respectively. The quantitative analysis showed that
while the UWB-based system outperformed the GNSS-based positioning (1Hz and
10Hz) system, the accuracy of the UWB-based system started to decrease in areas
close to boundaries/edges, raising concerns about its suitability for applications in
sports performance monitoring. The positioning accuracy reduced from 0.073 m
to 0.2 m as the tag moved from the center towards the perimeter. To enhance the
positioning accuracy an algorithm was proposed, followed by a machine learning
technique. Using machine learning, an accuracy of up to 0.053 m was achieved in
2D. Later a comparison between UWB and RTK GNSS for positioning was presented. It was observed that RTK GNSS was more accurate but less reliable than
the UWB positioning system.
• Chapter 4 introduced a mechanism to reduce range error in indoor positioning.
The positioning accuracies of an indoor positioning system were heavily influenced
by range error. The proposed technique analyzed the range error for each anchor
and sequentially reduced the error, contributing to higher positioning accuracies.
The proposed algorithm achieved a mean positioning error of 0.1 m while a conventional algorithm has a mean error of 0.155 m. Commercially available positioning
system has a mean error of 0.125 m. The proposed algorithm was tested using a
hardware test-bed under different conditions and compared against three different
algorithms.
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• Chapter 5 introduced a solution to enhance the accuracy of present conventional
EPTSs. Using inertial wearable inertial sensors, the athlete’s COD was detected
and quantified. Among Bayesian state estimation methods, the PF algorithm was
found to be the most accurate. However, it was observed that the PF algorithm
suffered divergence at every COD which greatly reduced the accuracy and reliability of this algorithm. To minimize this divergence, an algorithm was proposed
that combines the position data with the COD data. The proposed approach
was validated using real-world data collected from athletes fitted with wearable
microtechnology devices at their back and running along a track with multiple
CODs. The accuracy of the proposed PFCOD algorithm is highest at 0.33 ± 0.577
m, followed by the TCM algorithm 1.64 ± 3.2 m and the PFonly algorithm is the
least accurate algorithm with an accuracy of 1.7 ± 3.78 m. The proposed solution
resulted in an accuracy five times higher than that of existing solutions.

The primary use of an EPTS is accurate quantification of an athlete’s performance metrics. Adopting the proposed algorithms would enable EPTS to accurately quantify these
performance metrics. The proposed algorithms can be useful for sports scientists and
coaches who want to track their athletes’ performance and prevent them from injuries.
The above mentioned algorithms can be useful for quantifying athletes’ performance metrics like the distance covered, speed, acceleration, etc. Advanced performance metrics
like COD detection and quantification are also achieved using the proposed algorithm.
To detect an athlete’s COD, position and inertial sensor data are required. Unlike conventional EPTSs that use GNSS data, using UWB based positioning data, positioning
accuracy can be increased to centimeters and EPTS can work indoors. To further enhance the accuracy, indoor positioning algorithms using UWB based positioning have
also been proposed. To accurately quantify different CODs, inertial sensors’ data fusion
is also added. This resulted in highly accurate detection and quantification of athletes’
COD data. The COD data is useful in the prevention of ACL and similar injuries. The
proposed hardware and algorithms better enable EPTSs to track athletes, making EPTS
more useful and sports scientists and coaches.
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6.2

Future work

This research has focused on increasing the accuracy and coverage of athlete performance tracking data, which ultimately leads to more accurate health metrics for athletes
and sports scientists. As the proposed solutions are for athlete tracking, further collaboration with sports and exercise science professionals and additional experimentation is
required. Following are the future directions:

• Many of the performance metrics deal specifically with lower body movements
(including COD) or its impact. Adding additional sensors may be more beneficial
as long as they do not hinder the athlete’s movements. Adding these sensors to
the athlete’s footwear could be a possible option as it might help in studying the
impact an athlete makes with the ground. Video analysis cannot determine this
impact, where currently force plates are used in labs to study this impact.
• For research on tracking human motion, the gold standard for benchmarking is the
motion capture camera system. As the proposed solutions can also achieve accuracy in centimeters it would be useful to compare the accuracy of these solutions
using a motion capture camera system as a benchmark. The experiments would
require the availability of a motion capture camera system facility along with the
expertise to use and synchronize this system with wearable sensors. These experiments require the placement of spherical markers of reflective material t o be
placed on the human body for recognition by the camera system. These experiments would enable researchers to better understand human movements.
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